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Suggested pre-workshop reading
While waiting for the start of the workshop, please review
•
•
•

Glossary of EMDR terms (page 10)
Overview of Eight Phases of EMDR treatment (page 25)
EMDRIA definition of EMDR therapy (page 108)

Directions to Access the “Cloud”
This is a resource I started several years ago. It contains information, forms, protocols, scripts, and
other resources that can be helpful to EMDR clinicians. All of the protocols and scripts referred to
during the training are here. You are welcome to download and use any and all of the material.
Please feel free to share it with any EMDR colleagues. This as a service for our EMDR community.
• Go to www.EMDRTherapyVolusia.com
• The next to the last tab from the right on the home page is
• “For Professionals”
• There is a drop-down menu.
• “Register” and
• “Log In”
• Once you’ve registered as a “Subscriber”, you can log in and have access to all the
material and a Therapist Forum for discussion questions.
This will give you access to all the information that’s there. I have it organized into folders. Most of
it is in pdf format, so you can download and print without worrying about margins shifting on you.
Practice Sessions
•
•

•

These sessions are real, not role plays
Be thinking about what you want to work on in practice sessions during the training
• It may be as simple as your anxiety about learning and using this process
• This will be the basis for your target treatment plan
• You will probably be able to process more than one of the targets on the plan
Pick a partner – you will maintain this client/clinician relationship throughout the training
• As much as it is feasible in the artificial therapeutic relationship in the training, it is
important that the relationship be one of mutuality, trust and safety
• If you came with a friend or colleague, consider the post-training ramifications of
disclosures that may occur during EMDR processing
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Glossary of Terms
Adaptive Information Processing (AIP): The basis of the EMDR approach. Based on the brain’s
innate adaptive push to achieve emotional well-being. It guides all phases of the approach.
Back to Target: The clinician directs the client to refocus attention on the original memory /
incident / experience that was the original focus of processing.
Bilateral Stimulation (BLS): An alternating, side-to-side stimulation (e.g., eye movements,
auditory, or tactile) requiring dual attention while the client focuses on elements of the internal
experience.
Channels of Association: Elements of the targeted memory network (sensory elements, thoughts,
emotions, body sensations, and/or beliefs) that spontaneously emerge while processing the target
memory.
Eight Phases: The treatment phases of EMDR Standard Procedures – 1) History, 2) Preparation,
3) Assessment, 4) Desensitization, 5) Installation, 6) Body Scan, 7) Closure, 8) Reevaluation.
EMDR Processing Continuum: Developed by Roy Kiessling
Restricted (aka EMD) – Restricted processing, focusing only on the target (no associated
channels) and SUD & VOC, but NO body scan.
Contained (aka EMDr) – 8 Phases/ 3 Prongs, but contained processing (Phase 4) focusing
only on target specific channels of association.
Unrestricted (aka EMDR) – Standard 8 Phases and 3-pronged processing that allows free
association with associated channels.
Explicit memory: The intentional, conscious, declarative recollection of information and previous
experiences. Consists of episodic, semantic, autobiographical and spatial memory
Flash Technique: A new technique developed by Phil Manfield (2017) that is used during Phase
Two: Preparation to facilitate processing of rapidly and relatively painlessly reduce the intensity of
memories or experiences that clients might otherwise be resistant to access. Standard processing
may be initiated once the client is no longer resistant. The intervention may take from 10-45
minutes.
Implicit memory: Unintentional, unconscious, nondeclarative, automatic memory that is accessed
through indirect processes. Most of the memories are procedural, “how to” memories.
Negative Cognition: The negative belief the client holds about the self, associated with the
maladaptively stored, inadequately processed memory. What words go best with that picture that expresses
your negative belief about yourself now?
Node: The specific memory identified for processing that has a pivotal place in the physiological
memory network.
Original Target: The memory / experience that is activated during Phase 3: Assessment, allowing
other relevant memories to emerge from channels of association.
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Positive Cognition: The more adaptive, positive belief the client would like to internalize about the
self-associated with the maladaptively stored, inadequately processed memory. When you bring up that
picture, what would you like to believe about yourself now? It is along a polar continuum from the negative
cognition.
Set: Can be expressed in terms of duration or repetition of the bilateral stimulation (BLS). For
resourcing, use slow, short sets (6-8). For reprocessing, use long, fast sets, starting with start 30
seconds or 20 round trip passes.
State Change: A temporary shift in emotional state resulting from a change in focus, e.g., breathing
exercise to shift from upset to a relaxed state.
Subjective Units of Distress Scale (SUD 0-10): A scale used to measure levels of disturbance,
where 0 is neutral or no disturbance and 10 is the highest level of disturbance imaginable (Wolpe,
1969).
Target: The incident / memory / experience that is the focus of processing.
Three-Pronged Protocol: Past incidents, present triggers, and future anticipated triggers need to be
fully processed. for comprehensive EMDR treatment effects.
Touchstone Memory: The earliest recalled experience / memory that client identifies as the genesis
or foundation of the maladaptively stored memory network
Trait Change: A permanent change in a characteristic response pattern vs. the temporary shift
caused by a State Change.
Validity of Cognition (VoC): The measurement of how real or true the positive cognition (belief)
fees while the client focuses on the PC and the target memory. It is scaled from 1–7 where 1 feels
completely false and 7 feels totally true.
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Guiding principles for training
•

Have fun: it facilitates learning
•

This is heavy material and humor is an excellent resource

•

There is nothing new under the sun, just innovative combinations

•

Go with the flow and get the concepts. The details will come
•

The details will come with review of the material and clinical experience

•

This training is like learning a new language by immersion

•

Take care of yourself. Keep your shields up! Some of the material may be personally
triggering.

•

Adaptive Information processing (AIP) is a naturally occurring process that is active even
during training
•

•

Make it your own, but be faithful to the concepts of the model
•

•

During the didactic portion of the training, the case examples and demonstrations of eye
movements may be activating, so take care of yourself and keep your shields up
During the early stages of learning the model, we want you to internalize the clinical
intention of the scripts. The scripts are like training wheels: if you need them, use them.
Later, if you can follow the concepts and flow and want to use your own words, you are
free to do that

All questions are important, but may be addressed differently
•

Questions that clarify the material currently being presented will be answered
immediately

•

If the question is about material that comes later in the training, I’ll ask you to hold it
and if it isn’t answered at that point, please ask it again

•

Questions that are too complex (require too much time to respond) for the lecture, I’ll
suggest that you bring it up with one of the staff on breaks or at the beginning or end of
the day
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Training Schedule
Daily Breaks
•
•
•

Morning break – 10:00 – 10:15
Lunch break – noon – 1:00
Afternoon Break – 15 minutes between practice experiences

•
•

Registration 8:00 – 8:30
Days 1, 2, 4 & 5 – 8:30 – 5:00; Days 3 & 6 – 8:30 – 4:00

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Traumatology &
Attachment
Introduction & Overview
of EMDR
History (Phase 1) & Case
Conceptualization
Target Sequence Planning
Preparation (Phase 2)

•
•

Advanced Resourcing
Concepts & Options
Ego State / Parts Work
Recalibrating Emotional
Circuits
Access and Activate
(Phase 3)
Desensitize (Phase 4)

•
•

Advanced Procedures
Cognitive Interweaves
Enhance / Install the
Positive (Phase 5)
Body Scan (Phase 6)
Closure (Phase 7)

Day 4

Day 5

Day 6

•
•

Reevaluation (Phase 8)
3 Prongs –
Past, Present, Future

•
•
•

•
•

Future Templates
Processing Recent Events

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Dissociative Spectrum
Children
Addictions & Impulse
Control Disorders
Anxiety & Phobias
Couples
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Illness & Somatic Disorders
Grief
Complex PTSD
Military & First Responders
Wrap-up

Background & Traumatology
What is trauma?
• Webster’s Dictionary defines it as… “A very difficult or unpleasant experience that causes
someone to have mental or emotional problems, usually for a long period of time.”
• Origin of TRAUMA: Greek traumat-, trauma wound
• First known use: circa 1693
• Practical translation? LIFE
• “Trauma is a threat we’re not prepared to handle.” Jaak Panksepp
• The DSM-V definition of trauma
• Criterion A: stressor – the person was exposed to death, threatened death, actual or
threatened serious injury, or actual or threatened sexual violence
•

Criterion B: intrusion symptoms – the traumatic event is persistently re-experienced

•

Criterion C: avoidance – persistent effortful avoidance of distressing trauma-related
stimuli after the event

•

Criterion D: negative alterations in cognitions and mood – that began or worsened
after the traumatic event
Criterion E: alterations in arousal and reactivity – trauma-related alterations in arousal
and reactivity that began or worsened after the traumatic event

•
•
•

Criterion F: duration – six months post trauma
Criterion G: functional significance – significant symptom-related distress or functional
impairment, e.g., social, occupational

•

Criterion H: exclusion – disturbance is not due to medication, substance use, or other
illness

How do we “interpret” trauma?
• Mol, S.S., Arntz, A, Metsemakers, J.F., Dinant, G.J., Viters-Van Montfort, P.A., &
Knottnerus, J.A. (2005).
•

•

Higher disturbance scores after life events (“t”) than after traumatic events (“T”); survey
of 832 people for events within past 30 years
•

“t” trauma is any disturbing life experience

•

“T” trauma meets the DSM-IV-V criteria for PTSD

Hasse, M., Balmaceda, U.M., Ostacoli, L., Liebermann, P., and Hofmann, A. (2017).
• Pathogenic memories are not necessarily linked to PTSD criterion A event, but may be
linked with other mental disorders. The issue is the pathology developing after an event
•

Intense feelings of helplessness or misinterpretations of an event

•

Absence of an attachment figure impairs information processing

•

Can explain development and progress of depression, addiction, etc.
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What we see as a result of the brain and body’s response to trauma
These are symptoms of the maladaptively stored experience
Loss of a sense
of the future
Hopelessness
Self-destructive
behavior

Emotional
overwhelm Insomnia
Substance abuse
Decreased
concentration
Eating disorders
Little or no
memories
Flashbacks

Numbing

Shame and
worthlessness
Chronic pain
Headaches

Irritability

Trauma

Loss of sense of
“Who I am”

Loss of interest
Depression
Feeling unreal
or out of body

Generalized
anxiety
HypervigilencePanic
Mistrust

Nightmares

Adapted from Bremner & Marmer,
1998 and Janina Fisher, 2007

Fight-Flight responses
Don’t just sit there – DO
something!

(Janina Fisher)

Freeze-Faint response
Don’t move – it’s not safe!

Neurochemical release
triggers
Parasympathetic System
Parasympathetic
Nervous System: when you
can’t fight or flee, or when “it’s
over,” heart rate and
respiration slow, followed by
physical collapse, exhaustion,
weakness, shaking and
trembling, increased GI
activity, and the survival
responses of freeze or submit

Sympathetic Nervous
System: when the
amygdala fires, an adrenaline
rush increases heart rate and
respiration, muscles tense
and there is a surge of
energy that prepares the
body for action. The frontal
lobes shut down to increase
speed of response
7
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ACE Study
www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/acestudy/index.html
acestudy.org (Kaiser Permanente, 1995)
• The ACE Study takes a whole-life perspective, as indicated on the orange arrow leading
from conception to death
• By working within this framework, the ACE Study began to progressively uncover how
adverse childhood experiences (ACE) are strongly related to development and prevalence of
risk factors for disease, health, and social well-being throughout the lifespan
Adverse Childhood Experiences Are Common
Household dysfunction
Substance abuse 27%
Parental separation / divorce 23%
Mental illness 17%
Battered mother 13%
Criminal behavior 6%
Abuse
Psychological 11%
Physical 28%
Sexual 21%
Neglect
Emotional 15%
Physical 10%
Sixty-four percent of adults surveyed reported at least one ACE and the majority of respondents
reported more than one.

https://publichealth.gwu.edu/departments/redstone-center/resilient-communities
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Trauma Causes Disorganized Attachment (Janina Fisher)
• When early attachments are safe, we are comfortable in relationships
• When early attachments are dangerous, it creates an internal struggle between the yearning to
attach and the drive to be safe. Do I run toward? or Do I run away?
Attachment Styles and Injuries (Bowlby & Ainsworth)

Childhood Attachment

Adult Attachment

Secure
• Distress when
mother leaves
• Greets mother when
she returns
Avoidant
• Doesn’t seek mother
when she returns
• Focuses on
environment

Secure
• Comfortable in relationships
• Able to seek support from partner
• Ability to regulate positive and negative emotions

Ambivalent / Resistant
• Very upset at
departure
• Explores very little

Avoidant – Dismissive / Avoidant - Fearful
• Greater sense of autonomy, self-sufficient and
invulnerable
• Deny need for close relationships, ambivalent
• Tend to cut themselves off emotionally from
partner – uncomfortable with emotional closeness
• Defensive and untrusting
• Feelings of unworthiness
Preoccupied / Anxious
• Fears rejection from partner – seeks high levels of
intimacy, approval and responsiveness
• Strong desire to maintain closeness resulting in
over-dependence on partner
• Negative self -image
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History of EMDR
Eye Movements and BLS
www.emdria.org/?page=Hypotheses
•

Role of eye movements in cognitive processing and cortical function has been well
documented

•

Francine Shapiro observed the personal effects of spontaneous eye movements in 1987
•

Through experimentation and observation, she developed a standardized protocol,
calling it Eye Movement Desensitization (EMD)

•

The controlled pilot study was published in the Journal of Traumatic Stress in 1989 to
demonstrate the therapeutic effectiveness
•

•

•

The name changed from EMD to EMDR in 1990 based on clinical observations of
•

Simultaneous desensitization and cognitive restructuring of memories

•

Spontaneous insights

•

Increase in self-efficacy

Model evolved from Accelerated Information Processing to Adaptive Information
Processing
•

•

The journal featured the first controlled studies for the treatment of PTSD:
prolonged exposure, psychodynamic, hypnosis and EMD

The shift from a desensitization-based model to one that is more adaptive due to
•

Reprocessing of all aspects of negative, maladaptive information to adaptive, healthy,
useful resolution

•

Demonstrated by adaptive
•

change(s) in belief(s)

•

elicitation of insight

•

increase in positive affects

•

change(s) in physical sensation(s)

•

change(s) in behavior(s)

Other forms of bilateral stimulation (BLS) were identified (auditory and tactile)
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Research
www.emdria.org/?page=EMDRResearch
•

Francine Shapiro Library – http://emdria.omeka.net
•

To date, there are 36 randomized controlled clinical trials on the efficacy and / or
effectiveness of EMDR
•

PTSD eliminated in 77% of multiply traumatized combat veterans in 12 sessions of
EMDR with 100% retention in study participants (Carlson et al., 1998)

•

EMDR resulted in better and lasting results for treating PTSD and depression vs.
Prozac. Prozac patients became symptomatic when discontinued. (van der Kolk, et
al., 2007)

•

Positive treatment gains are reached in fewer sessions with EMDR and substantial
benefits are maintained over time (Marcus et al, 1997, 2004)

•

EMDR groups tended to improve on all standardized measures in post-treatment
follow-up (Edmond et al, 1999)

•

It is important to adhere to model fidelity and treatment dose for positive results

•

Eye movements result in reduction of vividness of image and emotionality vs. control

11
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Model, Methodology & Mechanism
Model is the “why”
www.emdria.org/?page=AIP
•

•

Adaptive Information Processing (AIP)
• Distinct explanatory information processing model that is the foundation of EMDR
• Guides history taking, case conceptualization and clinical interventions
• Interprets clinical observations
• Predicts adaptive treatment outcomes
• Naturally occurring physical system that is adaptive
Paradigm is independent of any neurobiological process

Methodology is the “how”
www.emdria.org/resource/resmgr/imported/EMDRIA%20Definition%20of%20EMDR.pdf

•
•
•
•

Based on eight phases and Three-Pronged Protocol that organizes past, present and future
Standard protocols and procedures guided by safeguards and ethics
Specific clinical situations may require validated modifications
Fidelity to the EMDR model is key to positive outcomes (Maxfield & Hyer, 2002)

Mechanism is the “what”
www.emdria.org/default.asp?page=Mechanism
• Orienting response or reflex is the immediate reaction to change in the environment
• Cognitive/information processing
• Working memory and dual attention
• Behavioral
• Parasympathetic system is activated during processing
• Neurobiological
• Cerebellum processes visual signals
• Hippocampal remapping – consolidates information from ST to LT memory
• Limbic depotentiation
• Frontal lobe activation
• Thalamus processes and relays sensory information for neural integration
• REM sleep
• Eye movements reduce image vividness and emotionality
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Adaptive Information Processing (AIP)
•

Naturally occurring adaptive neurobiological process that processes physically stored life
experiences / information

•

Memories consist of perception of elements from the experience
• Sensory information – images, sounds, tastes, smells, touches
• Thoughts
• Emotions
• Physical sensations
Memories stored in associative memory networks
• Hebb’s Axiom (1949) “Neurons that fire together wire together”
• New experiences (internal or external) link to existing similar memory networks
• The expanding network reinforces previous experiences
These memories form the basis of
• Perceptions / interpretations
• Distorted conclusion(s) we draw
• Symptoms – not the cause
• Attitudes / feelings
• Behaviors
• Mental health and dysfunction
Memory networks may be
• Positive / + /adaptive
• Negative / - / maladaptive

•

•

•

Trauma’s Effect on Memory Formation & Processing
• High levels of disturbance result in
• Disruption of normal AIP causes dysfunctional storage of unprocessed information
• Memories stored in implicit / nondeclarative memory system
• The memories of the disturbing event are stored in a way that prevents access with adaptive
information networks
• Processing of the maladaptively stored information expedites linkage / access to the adaptive
memory networks, transforming all elements of memory
• Nonadaptive memory elements are eliminated
• Processing results in
• A presumed shift from implicit / nondeclarative to explicit / declarative memory and
from episodic to semantic memory systems (Stickgold, 2002)
• Episodic memory is the serial autobiographical recall of events
• Semantic memory is a person’s acquired knowledge of the external world
• An adaptive shift in memory elements
• Sense of self
• Reactive behaviors
• Behavioral and physical symptoms
• Sense of age and time
13
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Clinical Implications of AIP
Trait Change vs. State Change Promoted
• A mood state is a temporary way of feeling or being and not a part of personality
•
•

State change is the ability to shift from one emotional state to another, like the weather

A trait is a stable, relatively unchanging pattern of thoughts, feelings and behaviors, like the
climate
•

Trait change is a change in the personality,

•

Trait change is a product of processing

EMDR as a Psychotherapeutic Approach
• EMDR is a distinct comprehensive psychotherapeutic approach guided by the Adaptive
Information Processing model
•

There are eight phases that are compatible with all major psychotherapeutic orientations

•

EMDR is not exclusively a trauma treatment

Distinguishing Characteristics from Other PTSD Treatments
• Rapid decline in SUD (Subjective Unit of Disturbance) during treatment
•

Immediate, spontaneous change in cognitions without Socratic challenging

•

No narrative necessary (possible to process the memory without knowing the content)

•

No homework necessary beyond “just notice”

•

Increased recall of details

•

Based on spontaneous processing

Integrative Elements of EMDR Applied through AIP
• Psychodynamic → etiology of internal experiences
•

Behavior → change the behavioral responses

•

Cognitive → beliefs

•

Experiential → emotions

•

Somatic → focus on the body

•

Hypnotic → imagery work

•

Systems → contextual / relational understanding
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Acceptance of EMDR as an Empirically Validated Therapy
Treatment Guidelines
www.emdria.org/?page=TreatmentGuidelines
• Australian Centre for Post Traumatic Mental Health
•

American Psychiatric Association (2004)

•

American Psychological Association

•

California Evidence-Based Clearinghouse for Child Welfare (2010)

•

Cochrane Reviews 2007

•

CREST – Clinical Resource Efficiency Support Team of the Northern Ireland Department
of Health, Social Services and Public Safety (2003)

•

Department of Veterans Affairs and Department of Defense (2017)

•

Dutch National Steering Committee Guidelines Mental Health Care (2003)

•

French National Institute of Health and Medical Research (2004)

•

International Society for Traumatic Stress Studies Practice Guidelines (2018)

•

Israeli National Council for Mental Health (2002)

•

National Institute of Mental Health sponsored website – TherapyAdvisor.org

•

SAMHSA – Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (2011)

•

Stockholm Medical Program Committee (2003)

•

UK’s National Institute for Clinical Excellence and Department of Health (2001)

•

World Health Organization (2013)

Insurance Companies
• Aetna
•

Blue Cross Blue Shield

•

Cigna Behavioral Health

•

Magellan Health Services

•

Tricare

•

United Behavioral Health

•

Wellmark Blue Cross Blue Shield of Iowa
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Possible Clinical Applications for EMDR Therapy
•

PTSD and dissociation

•

Attachment disorders

•

Depression

•

Anxiety, phobias and panic disorders

•

Somatic symptoms and pain disorders

•

Adjustment disorders

•

Grief and mourning

•
•

Couple, family and relationship work
Performance issues and enhancement (including sexual)

•

Substance abuse and addictions

•

Stressors and disturbing memories

•

Anger and behavior issues

•

Body image and eating disorders

•

Wide variety of populations – e.g., military and first responders, children, seniors

Eight Phases of EMDR Therapy
•

Phase One: History

•

Phase Two: Preparation

•

Phase Three: Access (Assessment)

•

Phase Four: Desensitization

•

Phase Five: Enhancement of the Positive (Installation)

•

Phase Six: Body Scan

•

Phase Seven: Closure

•

Phase Eight: Reevaluation

16
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Phase 8
Reevaluation

Phase 7
Closure

Phase 5
Installation /
Enhancement
Phase 6
Body Scan

Phase 4
Desensitization

Phase 3
Assessment /
Accessment

• Enhance association of positive belief with
target memory
• VoC = 7
• Evaluates & processes residual body
sensations or disturbances with PC
• Clear body scan
• Debrief
• Ground & stabilize if needed
• Promote stabilization between sessions
• Follow-up & reassess progress & effects of
processing on daily life
• Work toward thorough and comprehensive
processing over the course of therapy

• Build relationship
• Intro & education re: EMDR
• Informed consent
• Build / develop stabilization resources
• Identify secondary gain & blocking beliefs
• Establish baseline response to specific
target memory
• Access & activate specific components of
memory to process
• Reduce disturbance level
• Allow all types of responses, insights &
associations regardless of emotional
intensity
• SUD = 0

Phase 2
Preparation

Purpose

• Trauma-informed history
• Identify + & - memories
• Case conceptualization
• Treatment planning
• Identify appropriate EMDR elements to use
based on ability to deal with high levels of
emotion

Phase

Phase 1
History

AIP

• Shift focus away from target
• Processing continues after session
ends
• Processing continues between
sessions with improved behavioral
effects
• New memories may emerge

• Elicits insights & appropriate
associations
• Associated memories may emerge
• Emotions not processed from the
time may surface and be processed
• Learning takes place as connections
to more adaptive information occur
• Enhance connections to + networks
• Generalization of positives
• Blocks may emerge
• Blocks may emerge & require
processing

• Symptoms caused by inadequately
processed earlier memories
• Cognitive distortions = clinical
themes
• Identify developmental gaps &
deficits
• Identify any positive experiences
used to build resources
• Identify availability of positive /
adaptive networks
• Strengthen positive networks
• Identify client state change skills
necessary for processing
• Access & activate memory in it’s
distorted form

Procedure

• Use established stabilizing resources
• Prepare client for between session
experiences
• Explore any new experiences or
observations: global, symptom, target
specific
• Assess integration into larger system

• Process any remaining physical
sensations

• Identify best PC
• Enhance it to a 7 VoC

• Use standardized procedures to
facilitate spontaneous processing of
emotions, insights, physical
sensations & other memories
• Use advanced techniques to unstick
blocked processing

• Activate the memory & establish
baselines with 7 magic questions

• Educate re: themes powering the
symptoms
• Introduce metaphors & resources for
stabilization & personal mastery

• Standard biopsychosocial with
trauma focus
• Review criteria & resources
• Identify available resources
• Identify disturbing past events,
current triggers & future needs

Overview of Eight Phases of EMDR

Phase One: History Taking, Case Conceptualization & Treatment Planning
Trauma-informed Biopsychosocial History
•
•
•
•
•

Self-soothing skills and ability to state change / shift affective states
Strengths and developmental deficits
Identify potential processing targets from the client’s past, present and future
• Including “T” and “t” experiences and pathogenic memories
Incorporate developmental, relational, cultural, gender, ethnic and spiritual elements
This information is used in general case conceptualization & specific treatment planning

Client Selection Criteria & Considerations
• Client’s readiness for change
• Secondary gain issues
• Present-day stressors – personal, work-related, medical
• Timing issues – e.g., availability of client and clinician, client’s life circumstances
• Available resources
• Internal – can ground and self-soothe (self-care) between sessions
• External – friends and family and physical safety (can call for help if needed)
• Client may perceive the therapeutic relationship as the only positive relationship
• Affect tolerance
• Can experience emotion without disconnecting / dissociating
• Can ground and self-soothe (self-care) between sessions
• Emotional stability
• Suicide attempts?
• Self-mutilation?
• Life threatening substance abuse?
• Dissociative disorders?
• Attachment history
• Resources (adaptive) and/or targets (maladaptive)?
• Includes past therapeutic relationships
• History has significant influence on the therapeutic relationship
• Therapist attunement to client is paramount throughout all phases of EMDR,
regardless of client’s attachment history
• Case complexity – direct or titrated?
• Current psychosocial details
• Medical concerns
• Physical – e.g., eye issues, seizure disorders, cardiac issues, high-risk pregnancy
• Chemical – medications
• Legal issues – imminent testimony
• Images fade
• Emotionality decreases
• Dissociative tendencies / strategies
• Can maintain dual attention / dual awareness / dual focus
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Case Conceptualization & Treatment Planning
Case Conceptualization
• A clinician without a Case Conceptualization Model is like a captain of a ship without a
rudder, aimlessly floating about with little or no direction – Meichenbaum
• Conceptualizing a case is how we understand the client’s life based on our theoretical
orientation, in this case, the AIP model
• Case conceptualization considers internal and external forces including precipitating
causes and touchstone events. How did the problem develop?
• It represents the map of the client’s life
• It considers the 5 Ps
• Presenting problem
• Predisposing factors that made the individual vulnerable to the problem
• Precipitating factors that triggered the problem
• Perpetuating factors that keep a problem going or unintended consequences of
trying to cope with the problem
• Protective factors
• Maladaptively stored, unprocessed information that is unable to link with adaptive
information networks is the cause of nonorganic clinical complaints based on the pathogenic
memories such as
• Anxiety and stress
• Depression
• PTSD
• The same information may result in damaged
• Sense of self-worth
• Sense of safety
• Sense of appropriate responsibility
• Sense of control or choices
• Perceptions of present experiences activate / trigger memory networks and the client
experiences aspects of the unprocessed memories, e.g., emotions, physical sensations, and
beliefs / thoughts
• “The past is present”
• Apply the AIP model to the information gathered
• During Phase 1 History-taking
• Throughout the course of treatment, e.g. during processing phases 4-6 or Phase 8
Reevaluation
• What the clinician understands about the client
• Attachment history and style
• Emotional strength and resilience
• Client’s ability to access sufficient internal and external resources
• Necessity of developing additional internal and external resources
• Complexity and impact of trauma
• Identifying informational gaps
19
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•
•
•

Patterns of thinking, actions and feelings that need to be addressed
Identifying specific themes and targets for processing
Goals of therapy
• Behavioral
• Cognitive
• Affective
• Somatic
• State change to trait change

AIP-Informed Treatment Planning
As the clinician conceptualizes the case, s/he begins to develop a specific plan to address each of
the client concerns and goals. Some call this a “target sequence plan”
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Primary focus of treatment is the AIP system and associated stored memories
Focus of procedures is to access and process dysfunctional, pathogenic memories to
adaptive resolution
• This list includes related past memories, triggering present experiences and adaptive
future actions
Client’s memory networks and innate healing ability in the form of AIP system is the most
efficient and effective means to optimal clinical outcomes
Accessing the targeted memories as currently stored allows the appropriate associations to
be made throughout the associated networks
Unrestricted processing facilitates thorough processing of the target memory and associated
networks
In the event that processing becomes blocked or stuck, any intervention should imitate the
client’s natural, spontaneous processing
• Any intervention may alter the course of processing, resulting in closing otherwise
available pathways to associated networks
• Target must be re-accessed and processed in unadulterated form
Processing causes all elements of a memory to shift to adaptive resolution
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Possible Organizational Approaches for Treatment Plan
• Dysfunctional / irrational beliefs (the most common approach for many clinicians)
•

•

•

These beliefs may be conceptualized as the cognitive “themes” in a person’s life
•

Beliefs – I’m worthless, I’m unlovable, I can’t trust

•

There should be only one NC/PC pair per target sequence plan

Shapiro – Informational Plateaus form developmental foundation of beliefs
•

Responsibility

•

Safety

• Power and Control
Symptoms / complaints
• Recent traumatic experience – car wreck, robbery
•

Anxiety / panic

•

Depression

•

Severe personality issues

•

Dissociation
•
•

•

•

Target mapping
•

Graphic representation of issues / concerns / problems

•

Demonstrates relationship between / among problems

Genogram
•

•

Targeting plan derived from traditional genogram

Chronological
•

•

Titrated history-taking
Resource development and stabilization

May be inverted for more poorly resourced clients

Somatic experience / symptom
•

Targets organized around “felt sense” or physical sensation
• Heart racing, butterflies, nausea, perspiration, tears, jaw clenched

•

Sensory elements – images, sounds, smells, tastes, tactile / touch

•

“Parts” – e.g., responsible, protector, scared little kid

•

Emotions – anger

•

Behaviors – avoiding social situations, lashing out at family, friends, co-workers

•

People or animals, locations, dates

•

Other – felt sense, e.g., “heaviness”
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Methods to Identify Appropriate Targets for Treatment Plan
• Direct questions
•

Float back (Browning & Zangwill, 2005)
•

•

Activates elements of current experience: sensory, negative belief, emotions, and body
sensations and invites the brain and body to access implicitly stored memories (channels
of association) that are being activated in the present

Affect Scan (Shapiro, 1995)
•

Activates elements of current experience: sensory, emotions, and body sensations

•

Useful when other elements of experience are present, but there is no easily identifiable
belief

• Notice the sensory elements (sights, sounds, smells, tastes, touch sensations), the negative
beliefs, emotions, and body sensations that you’re experiencing as you focus on that memory.
As you focus on all of this, ask your body and brain to take you back to earlier times when
you had similar experiences – when you felt like this – to the time before, and the time before,
to your earliest awareness
Treatment Plan
• Introduce client to bilateral stimulation (BLS) with resources such as Container and Happy
Place
•

Educate the client about EMDR and the protocol sequence, explaining the effects of
BLS and memory processing

•

Explain how creating adaptive resources will strengthen / reinforce the client’s ability to
ground her/himself and tolerate intense emotion

•

Clients are able to have a positive experience of BLS as they experience activation of
elements of adaptive networks (sensory, cognitive, emotional, somatic)

•

By association, help them extrapolate how the same activation will likely be present
during processing of disturbing material

•
•

•

Educate client on potential of high levels of emotion occurring

•

Emphasize the importance of establishing their ability to state-change after activation

Prepares client stabilization resources in the event history-taking is activating and
dysregulating

Collaboratively agree on the theme / focus of treatment

• If we could take one thing off your plate to give you some relief, what would it be?
Temporal Organization – Three-Pronged Protocol – preferred order
• Using the Three-Pronged Protocol, identify the memory elements / target components
(sensory input, thoughts, emotions and body sensations) associated with the theme
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•

Target – a specific memory or dream; person; actual, imagined, or anticipated event; or
some aspect / element of an experience, such as thought, emotion, or body sensation

•

Node – biologically stored experience where elements of the memory network (target
elements) meet
•

All targets are nodes: not all nodes are targets

•

Consider the behaviors and skills needed as stabilizing resources for the client

•

General rule – process all negative associated material for a specific target before moving to
the next target
• Past – What past experiences set this in motion?
•

Touchstone memory – the earliest recalled experience that becomes a primary selfdefining event
•

•

Usually, these memories are between ages 4 and 12

•

We become highly verbal and cognitive around age 4

•

Forms basis of judgments about the quality or experience of other things

•

Non-declarative memories that contribute to current dysfunction (feeder
memories) are likely to occur when the target memory is from adolescence
on

•

Worst – may be any time, though they tend to be in the past

•

Other past experiences related to the organizational theme’s memory network

•

Clusters of similar targets may be grouped as one montage target for more efficient
use of processing time

•

Progressions – additional fleeting memories may surface during processing– make
note and revisit at a later time
Based on AIP, adaptive processing of past experiences will likely generalize to other
experiences in the three prongs

•
•

Early memories form the foundation of the dysfunctional memory networks

Present – What current experiences are activating / triggering the memory networks?
•

Can be activating adaptive / resource networks as a resource

•

Can be activating maladaptive networks of unprocessed memories

•

Some may remain because of second-order conditioning and require targeting

•

•

Others may be based on recent experiences not associated with the memory
networks identified for processing
Future
•

Explore and identify client’s visions and goals
•

How client would like to see her/himself engaging in life in the future in an
adaptive way
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•
•
•
•

Identify client’s ability to incorporate more adaptive perspective, behaviors and
outlooks
Explore, identify and target potential challenges
Prepare for potential disruptive life experiences

Exceptions
•

When the client is poorly resourced, it is more clinically appropriate to invert the
protocol, allowing the “easier” processing to build the resource network

•

In relationships that are time-limited, there may not be time to do comprehensive
processing
•

In these situations, using a Recent Event protocol may be indicated
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Characteristics of Cognition / Belief
• Verbalization of the affective “felt sense” from the time of an experience, + or • Conclusion(s) the client draws about the self, based on an experience, or group of similar
experiences
Negative Belief / Cognition (NC)
• Characteristics
• Self-referencing – “I statement” in present tense
• Generalizable
• Irrational
• Presently held
• Childlike perspective – can produce more therapeutic “bang for the buck”
• Likely external locus of control – developmental perspective
• Congruent with the client’s presenting concern
• Resonates with the client’s affect
• Not a description of the client’s experience or personal characteristics
• I can’t do it vs I’m worthless
• She’s mean vs I’m bad
• Identifying appropriate belief for the issue

• When you think of ____________, what negative belief do you have about yourself?
• At 3:00 in the morning when you can’t sleep, what do the rats whisper in your ear?
• What might people say about someone in that situation?
Positive Belief / Cognition (PC)
• Self-referencing – “I statement”
• Generalizable
• Rational
• Not magical thinking
• No absolutes
• Avoid always or never
• Adaptive re: target memory and what actually happened
• Adult perspective
• Internal locus of control
• Along a polar continuum with the NC – same theme

• I’m not good enough à I can one day begin to learn that I might be okay as I am

• May have to work backwards from the PC to get to best NC/PC pair for the issue
• Resonates with the client’s adaptive goal
• Will feel relatively untrue prior to successful processing, but is somewhat believable
• Provides a “light at the end of the tunnel”
• Is not a negative of the NC – I’m not a bad person
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Examples of Negative and Positive Cognitions

Negative Cognitions / Beliefs

Positive Cognitions / Beliefs

RESPONSIBILITY: Defectiveness
I’m not good enough
I’m unlovable / I don’t deserve love
I don’t matter
I’m worthless / inadequate
I’m insignificant / unimportant
I’m a bad person
I’m permanently damaged
I’m shameful
I’m different / I don’t belong
I’m ugly / my body is hateful
I’m stupid / not smart enough / incompetent
I deserve … (bad things)
I don’t deserve … (good things)
I have to be perfect (out of inadequacy)

I am good enough (can learn / discover)
I am lovable / deserve love
I matter
I am worthy / worthwhile
I am significant / important
I am a good person
I am / can be healthy / okay as I am
I am honorable
I am okay as I am
I am perfect in my imperfection
I am able to learn / competent
I deserve … (good things)
I can have / deserve (good things)
I am fine the way I am / It’s okay to be me

RESPONSIBILITY: Action
I should have done something*
I did something wrong*
*What does that say about you?
I’m inadequate / weak
I’m shameful / stupid / bad person

I did the best I could
I learned / can learn from it
I’m adequate / strong
I’m fine / okay as I am

SAFETY/ VULNERABILITY
I can’t trust anyone
I can’t trust my judgment
I can’t protect myself
I’m in danger / not safe
I’m going to die
It’s not okay to feel / show my emotions

I can choose to trust when it’s appropriate
I can (learn to) trust my judgment
I can (learn to) protect myself
I am safe now / I can discover I’m safe now
It’s over; I’m safe now
I can safely feel / show my emotions

POWER / CONTROL (CHOICES)
I’m out of control
I’m powerless / helpless
I can’t get what I want
I can’t stand up for myself
I can’t be trusted
I can’t trust myself / judgment
I can’t let it out
I can’t handle it
I have to be perfect / please everyone
I can’t succeed

I am now in control of myself
I have choices now
I can (find ways to) get what I want
I can make my needs known
I can be trusted
I can (learn to) trust myself / judgment
I can choose to let it out
I can handle it
I can be myself / make mistakes
I can (find ways to) succeed
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Negative Cognitions from Early Childhood Developmental Stages
Erikson’s Childhood Developmental Stages
(adapted from Robbie Adler-Tapia – drrobbie.org)
Life Crisis
Negative Beliefs
Resources Needed
0-1
• I’m not safe
• Trust in self and others
Trust v. Mistrust
• I can’t get my needs met
• Object permanency and
healthy attachment
• I can’t trust
• Trust in one’s body
2-3
• I’m incompetent
• Mastery and selfAutonomy v.
confidence
• I’m out of control
Shame & Doubt
• Emotional regulation
• I’m not good enough
especially of intense
• I don’t matter, I’m bad
emotions
3-5
Initiative v Guilt

• I’ll never succeed
• I can’t succeed

6 - puberty
(10-16)
Industry v
Inferiority

•
•
•
•
•

Adolescence
Identity v
Confusion

• I’m invisible
• No one likes me
• I’m a loser

I’m inadequate
I’m not good enough
I can’t succeed
I’m a failure
I’m incompetent

• Mastery and success
experiences in social
relationships
• Awareness of appropriate
self-responsibility
• Skills to adaptively navigate
life in the world
• Success in school
• Success in social skills
• Success in social
interactions
• Possess physical skills
• Success in friendships
• Success in romantic
relationships
• Understanding of self and
others

NOTE: Consider…emotional development arrests at the age of the disturbance
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• Avoid / ignore the caregiver
• Little emotion
• Won’t explore
• Doesn't want contact
• Acts same with strangers
• ↓ emotional range
• 20% of population

Disorganized • Distressed when caregiver
/ Disoriented
leaves & relieved when
s/he comes back
• Doesn’t want contact
• Anger at caregiver
• May hit or rock
• Ma seem disoriented,
dazed, or confused
• Avoid or resist parent

Anxious /
Avoidant

Fearful / Avoidant
• Childhood traumas
• ↓ self-esteem
• Uncomfortable with closeness
• Wants to be emotionally close, but
can’t trust
• Fear of being hurt
• Ambivalent re: relationships
• Uncomfortable expressing affection

Dismissive / Avoidant
• ↑ independence
• ↑ self-esteem
• Self-sufficient
• - thoughts re: others
• Not needing close relationships
• Suppress feelings
• Problems with intimacy
• Defensive nature

• > 50% mothers
had trauma
immediately
before birth
• Depressed
• Inconsistent
behavior
• Source of
comfort

• Withdraws from
helping during
difficult tasks
• Unavailable
during times of
emotional distress
• Distant
• Disengaged

Worthlessness
• I’m unlovable
• I’m worthless
Responsibility
• I’m responsible
Control
• I should have done
something
• I have to be in control
• I’m powerless
• I’m helpless
Survival
• I’m alone
• I’m invisible
• It’s not safe to feel
Shame
• I’m defective

Bowlby & Ainsworth’s Attachment Theory – development and consequences of internal working model for forming attachments
Child
Adult
Caregiver
Symptoms
Secure
• Uses caregiver as secure
• + worldview
• Responds
• Well adjusted
base
promptly
• + self-esteem
• I’m okay
• Seeks out caregiver when
• Healthy, happy, lasting relationships • Appropriate
distressed
• Consistent
• ↑ romantic relationships
• 65% of population
• Emotionally
• Ability to self-disclose
available
Anxious /
Anxious / Preoccupied
Guilt
• Wary of strangers
• Unresponsive
Resistant
• ↓ self-esteem
• I’m bad
• Seeks physical closeness
• Unavailable
(Ambivalent) • Upset on separation
• I’m not good enough
• Seek ↑intimacy, approval
• Inconsistent
• Ambivalent on return
• Overly dependent
• Anger / resentment on
• Less trusting
reunion
• ↑emotion, worry & impulsiveness
• 10-15% of children
• Reluctant to be close

Attachment-Informed Negative Cognitions

Phase Two: Preparation
Goals
• Client is informed about EMDR therapy
•

Client is prepared for EMDR therapy
•

Ability to self-soothe and tolerate emotion both during and following sessions

•

Ability to maintain dual awareness / dual attention / dual focus while processing

•

Understands that processing begun in the session may continue between sessions

Considerations
• Assess and develop therapeutic rapport, considering
•

Attachment history

•

Previous therapeutic relationships

• Client’s core belief system – I can’t trust. I’m not safe. It’s not okay to be myself.

•

•

Physical environment of the therapy room – Does it feel safe and welcoming?

•

Does the client have any concerns? – relationship, processing, etc.

Client understanding of
•

EMDR therapy processing and its effects
•

•

Aspects of the memory may be accessed as stored, therefore there may be
•

Somatic experiences from the time of the stored experience

•

Potential of increased emotional intensity that will require the client’s ability to
tolerate it for a period of time

Procedural elements of EMDR
•

Seating arrangement and physical proximity

•

Form of dual attention stimulus (DAS) / BLS – eye movement, tactile, auditory

•

Importance of accurate and honest observations / reports

•

Purpose and use of stop signal

•

•

What does the client need in order to continue?

•

Does the client have concerns? Address them

•

Does client need to share her/his experience?

•

Does the client need a break?

•

If the client wants to stop for the day, use resource tool to make sure that s/he is
grounded and stable before leaving the office

A keep going allows the client to communicate without stopping the processing.
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•

•

Client safety and stability
•

Develop and/or enhance client’s stabilization skills and resources

•

Appropriate use of resources such as Container, Happy Place and other resources

Informed consent
•

EMDR is no longer an experimental treatment that requires a special informed consent

•

The clinician’s general informed consent regarding the role of therapy in facilitating
changes in the client’s life is appropriate

•

Additional information specific to EMDR may include
•

Sensory input may fade, dissipate, or disappear

•

The experience may be very intense for some memories and/or people

•

Some people may experience physical sensations associated with the memory being
processed

•

The client’s emotional disturbance will resolve: they may feel emotion, but will be
able to talk about the experience calmly

•

Research revealed enhanced retrieval and accuracy of episodic memory

•

Effects of DAS / BLS on certain medical issues, e.g., seizure disorders, eye issues
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State Change Strategies
• Relaxation and stress reduction
• Breathing exercises –
• diaphragmatic breathing
• square breathing
• anchor breathing / roots of a tree
• Energy exercises
• Aromatherapy
• Resource development and enhancement
• Affective
• Behavioral changes (future)
• Affect management
• Mindfulness
• Crisis planning (future)
• Challenging distorted thinking
• Life management
• Anticipating, planning and/or organizing (future)
Mechanics
• Sitting positions – ships passing
• Distance – as close as is comfortable for you and the client
• DAS/BLS
• Eye movements preferred
• A pass is one complete side-to-side lap, beginning and ending in the center – a round
trip (RT)
• The client’s eyes should cross the midline, preferably corner to corner
• Speed of DAS/BLS based on client’s definition of
• A comfortable, relaxing pace for resourcing
• As fast a pace as the client can tolerate/track for reprocessing
• Duration of DAS/BLS
• Varies from client to client
• < 30 seconds = explicit / declarative memory
• typically for resourcing or reprocessing with poorly resourced clients
• > 30 seconds = implicit / non-declarative memory
• typically for reprocessing for clients with adequate internal resources
• Direction
• Horizontal side-to-side is most common and easiest on the clinician’s arm
• Diagonal – top left to bottom right or top right to bottom left is an alternative
• Contacts or glasses – bifocals / progressives can be problematic for visual BLS
• Processing signals
• Stop / time out
• Keep going
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Helpful Metaphors for Processing
• Movement – train, monorail, limo, movie
•

Metabolism – digestion vs. disruptions to healthy system

•

Healing – cuts / breaks

•

Thawing a turkey, cooking a meal, melting ice

•

Bank account of positive memory networks to cover the “cost” of processing

•

Defragging the client’s hard drive

•

Flowers vs. weeds / weeds and gardening

•

Peeling an onion / artichoke

•

Archeological dig

•

Riding a roller coaster

•

Mud on the windshield

•

Dust bunnies

•

Emotional bucket

Explanation of EMDR

When icky things happen that are too overwhelming for our brains to handle at the time, the memory
gets stuck in what we call “state memory.” All the things we experienced with our five senses – sights,
sounds, smells, tastes and physical feelings the body had at the time – plus the thoughts, emotions,
and body sensations, are stored in unhealthy ways in our brains and bodies. When something comes
along that reminds our brain and body of what happened, whether we remember it or not, all that old
stuff gets stirred up, plus what just triggered it, and then THAT gets stored in the same way, making
the problem worse. When we are in a place of safety and security and use EMDR with side-to-side
eye movements, sounds, and/or taps, the brain starts to think about things differently and lets go of
things that are disturbing and holds onto the positive things that help us be healthier, happier and
stronger. All you need to do is be curious and occasionally give me brief feedback about what you’re
experiencing in that moment. It can be a thought, emotion, body sensation, memory, sound, smell,
picture…whatever comes up in your awareness. At some point, you might benefit from a brief phase
or word that will help you stay with the processing. For some people it’s “Just notice” or “You’re here
with me. You’re safe now.” or “Your brain is processing what it needs to.” Does anything like that
work for you? _________________If it ever gets to be too much and you need to take a break,
don’t forget you have your time out signal.
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Resources for Phase 2: Preparation & Phase 7: Closure
Purpose
• Provide resource management tool to help client manage volume and intensity of material
stored in negative, maladaptive memory networks
•

Relatively safe and positive way to introduce client to the effects of BLS while accessing
positive networks to build and expand adaptive networks

Uses
• Encourage client to use resource tools outside of session to minimize effects of disturbing
life experiences or triggered memories
•

Suggest client use tools to temporarily shift states from upset to calm
•

May be used in conjunction with stop signal during processing should client become
over-activated

Concepts & Steps
• Activate the sensory elements
•

Enhance the material (notice and tell me…)

•

Add BLS (may do several sets as long as effects are deepening and client’s experience is
strengthening)

Pair with cue word
•

Self-cue (enhance with slow, short set of BLS)

•

Cue with disturbance (*may enhance with slow, short set of BLS)

•

Self-cue with disturbance (*may enhance with slow, short set of BLS)
* may activate the recently accessed disturbance in more poorly resourced clients

Practice
•

You may enhance the experiences with slow, short set of BLS if client has positive
experience

Rescript
•

Think of a time in the last week or two where it would have been helpful to have your
Container and Happy Place. [pause] Now I want you to run a movie and see yourself
using them. [Pause for the response]

Rehearse
•

Now you have the tools and know how to use them. Let’s rehearse how you will use them
in the future. Imagine a time or situation in the next week where it would be helpful to
use them. [Pause for the response] Run the movie and see yourself using them and let me
know what you think. [Pause for the response]
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Advanced Resourcing
Concepts
• Identify the needed, existing or desired resource
• Stimulate the adaptive memory network

•

•

Sensory elements – sight, sound, smell, taste, touch

•

Positive thoughts / beliefs

•

Positive emotions

•

Location of positive body sensations

Enhance the experience with slow, short sets of BLS
•
•

Minimizes potential activation of any negative material
Repeat sets as long as the effects are strengthening (time permitting), particularly for
more poorly resourced clients

•

If negative experience, identify additional resources needed

•

Use BLS to pair with cue word

•

Rescript a recent past experience using the resource
• If negative experience, identify additional resources needed
•

•

Rehearse using the resource with a future experience
•

•

May use BLS to further enhance positive experience
If negative experience, identify additional resources needed

• May use BLS to further enhance positive experience
Possible resource options
• Recalibrating / Resetting / Clearing Emotional Circuits
•
•

Skill (ability to do something well)
Tool (something for a function)

•

Energy
•

Breathing and vertical eye movements

•

EFT (www.eft-help.com/details/additionaltechniques.htm) (emofree.com)

•

Mudras (www.eclecticenergies.com/mudras/)

•

Quality / personal attribute – strength, courage, focus, determination, motivation

•

Feeling state – relaxed, calm, peaceful

•

Behavior – (act or conduct) doing homework, exercising, not yelling at the kids

•

Metaphor or symbol
•

Slaying the Monster

•

Wheel of Fortunate Resources / Support

•

Role model / support
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•

Aromatherapy – olfactory bulb → thalamus → orbitofrontal cortex, hippocampus and
amygdala (learning and memory)

Basil

assertiveness, fatigue, exhaustion and burnout, focus, memory and concentration, positive

Bergamot

anger management, anxiety, contentment, creativity, fatigue, exhaustion and burnout, fear, focus,
happiness and peace, insecurity, joy, loneliness, performance, stress

Chamomile

anger management, anxiety, depression, fear, irritability, loneliness, peace, stress

Clary Sage

anxiety, depression, fatigue, exhaustion and burnout, fear, loneliness, restfulness, stress

Cypress

confidence, contentment, fatigue, exhaustion and burnout, focus, grief, memory and
concentration,

Grapefruit

confidence, depression, fatigue, exhaustion and burnout, fear, happiness and peace, performance,
positive, stress

Jasmine

anger management, depression, fatigue, exhaustion and burnout, fear, happiness, insecurity,
performance, self-esteem, self-image, stress

Lavender

anxiety, contentment, depression, irritability, panic attacks, performance, restfulness, self-image,
stress

Lemon

creativity, depression, fatigue, exhaustion and burnout, fear, happiness and peace, joy, memory
and concentration, performance, positive

Orange

anger management, confidence, contentment, depression, fear, happiness and peace, joy, selfimage

Peppermint

fatigue, exhaustion and burnout, memory and concentration

Rosemary

fatigue, exhaustion and burnout, memory and concentration

Sandalwood anxiety, contentment, depression, fatigue, exhaustion and burnout, fear, grief, happiness and
peace, insecurity, irritability, restfulness, self-esteem, self-image, stress
Yang Ylang

anger management, contentment, depression, happiness and peace, stress
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Resource Tapping (Parnell, 2008)
• Reasons to incorporate Resource Tapping

•

•

People with PTSD have brains that are geared to attend triggering / traumatic stimuli.
They are not able to notice neutral/safe stimuli

•

Pairing positive imagery with bilateral stimulation helps integrate the information into
neuro-networks

Basic principles of Resource Tapping
•

We are hard-wired to be healthy and whole, to experience power and joy when given the
opportunity

•

We become unhappy if we are unable to access positive experiences stored in our
memory networks or when we are out of balance

•

We can access, enhance, and add to positive stored experiences, e.g.,
feeling loved and loving, comforted, peaceful, calm, happy, joyful, competent,
powerful
We can access, strengthen and integrate the resources by tapping in our resources by
using bilateral tapping

•
•
•

Steps for Tapping-in Resources

1. Close your eyes and go inside. Bring your attention to a quiet, still place inside yourself.
2. Bring the resource to mind. It can be a positive memory, a personal attribute or quality,
an experience, an important person or an animal.
3. Imagine the resource as well as you can.
4. Take all the time you need to enhance this information and develop the resource.
5. When you have a strong sense of the resource, begin to tap on your knees back and forth,
or tap your feet on the floor like you’re walking.
6. Tap as long as it feels positive. If other memories or resources come to mind that feel good,
you can tap them in too.
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•

Most commonly used resources
•

Container – a virtual “storage facility” to safely hold all the disturbing experiences until
client is ready to process them

•

Happy place — neutral, safe, secure, peaceful, serene, tranquil, sanctuary
•

Can use pictures or art to enhance

•

Be cautious of how you define it — “safe" may be triggering

•

Sacred place / sanctuary

•

The heart as a safe refuge

•

Neutral, grounded place in the body

•

Positive memories
The idea may be triggering for poorly resourced clients who DON’T have positive
memories they can access

•

Imaginal nature setting

•
•

Aromatherapy and/or breathing

•

Nurturing figures
•

Real or imaginary people who have a nurturing, supporting, uplifting quality
•

May be someone from media or life

•

Don’t have to imagine the figure nurturing them

•

Be cautious — no relationship has been 100% perfect!

•

Spiritual figure

•

Adult, competent, caring, loving self

•

•

Can be used to assess whether the adult can be a resource to the child self (use
pictures)

•

Important for adults abused as children

Ideal parent
•

•

May be difficult or triggering for more traumatized clients

Protector Figures
•

Real or imaginary people from past or present
•

Books, movies, TV
•

Transformers, X-Men, Wonder Woman

•

Angels / spirit guides

•

Animals, e.g., bear, wolf, buffalo, lion

•

Spiritual figure
•

Can be same as nurturing figure
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•

Adult, protective self
•

•

Circle of Protection / Circle of Support / Wheel of Resources / Daisy Flower
•

•

•

•

Bring in all allies or resources for protection or support
•

Animals, e.g., bear, wolf, buffalo, lion

•

Spiritual figure / Ideal parent / caregiver

•

Adult, protective self

•

Angels & spirit guides

Inner Wisdom figures
•

•

Important for adults abused as children

Wise figures
•

historical figures, books, movies,

•

ancestors, family

•

spiritual figures

Inner wise self or advisor

Resources for Attachment Repair
•

Therapeutic relationship

•

Experiences of healthy relationships & relating
•

Times the client felt acknowledged, cared for, nurtured, and/or loved

•

Current experiences of healthy, adaptive connection

•

Healthy boundaries

•

Visuals of healthy relating from movies, tv, or YouTube

Resources for Different Attachment Styles
•

Identify client’s needs to develop healthy way to connect

•

Use resources to fill in the voids or gaps

•

•

Calming resources?

•

Experiences of connection?

•

May be imaginal or real experiences

Enhance any resource with slow bilateral tapping
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•

Additional Resource Options
• Peace and calm
• Person, nature, memories
• Empowerment
• Memories of being powerful or overcoming problems
• experiencing core inner strength
• Uplifting experiences or resources
• beauty, wonder, awe, or creativity
• joy, laughter, playfulness
• Spiritual resources
• Any additional resource to facilitate healing and recovery
• Resource development and enhancement
• Affective
• Behavioral changes (future)
• Affect management
• Mindfulness
• Crisis planning (future)
• Challenging distorted thinking
• Life management
• Anticipating, planning and/or organizing (future)
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Recalibrating / Resetting / Clearing Emotional Circuits – Katie O’Shea

Before we get too far into your history or processing, let’s make sure your emotions are operating at
maximum efficiency and you’re able to feel the emotions without becoming overwhelmed. We are hardwired to feel emotions and research shows that those experiences are encoded in our brains from six
months in utero and that basic brain development continues to about age 25. Along the way, we have
experiences that can influence the development of those emotional circuits and how we react to
emotional triggers. Some people learn to shut down or disconnect from emotions for survival, others
learned that it’s not okay to feel feelings, and others may become so overwhelmed by them that they go
numb. The end result is that some people may feel shame for feeling any of their emotions. We now
know how important it is to be able to feel and express our feelings, hence the recalibration.
Let’s start by putting all the feelings in your container and remind yourself that “It’s okay to feel safe
when I am safe and nothing bad is happening.” We’ll take one emotion at a time and all you need to
do is notice what the feeling looks like and watch with curiosity. For some people it’s easier to imagine
a picture on the wall with a label naming the emotion and see what the picture is in the frame. Once
we start the BLS, as long as the picture is changing, we’ll keep going. When the picture stops
changing, let me know what you see and we’ll start the BLS again. We’ll continue this way until the
picture stops changing completely. The picture may become positive, neutral, or just stops changing. Once
it stops, we’ll go on to the next emotion. If you start to feel any of the emotions, let me know and I’ll
have you put them in the container so you are just focusing on the picture that represents the emotion.
Protective, Life-Preserving 10 à 0

Life-Enhancing 0 à10

SHAME g remorse g guilt g regret

PRIDE satisfied g pleased g
proud g arrogant

Compassion g pity g sorry for self/other g hurt/empathy
g compassion

appreciative g thankful g
beholden g Gratitude

Disgust g loathing g abhorrence g revulsion g
repugnance g disgust g distaste g aversion g disdain g
dislike

pleasure g enjoyment g joy

FEAR g terror g horror g panic g desperation g fear g
dread g anxiety g nervousness g trepidation g worry g
concern

SEEKING / CURIOSITY g
interest g anticipation g
excitement

RAGE g fury g vengefulness g bitterness g
argumentativeness g resentment g exasperation g
frustration g irritation g annoyance

LUST / LOVE g like g love
g in love

SADNESS g anguish g sorrow g grief g despair g
misery g hopelessness g helplessness g resignation g
distraught g discouragement g disappointment

CARE g concern for g care
for g connected
PLAY g what a child does best
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Paul Eckman’s Atlas of Emotions – Resource on emotions and how they are experienced
http://atlasofemotions.org
Troubleshooting Recalibration of Emotions
PROBLEM

SOLUTION

The client sees no image.

Usually trying too hard. Remind him/her to just allow the
image to be there. I’ll read what this emotion does and then tell me
what picture comes to mind that represents the emotion.

The image doesn’t stop changing or become
neutral.

Go to the next emotion and come back to this one later.
Go through them as many times as necessary until the
essence becomes neutral (or positive) and stops changing /
developing.

S/he may have made many connections.

Periodically check in on the emotion. What does _____ look
like now? Continue processing until it stops changing.

S/he can’t observe from a distance and
slides into felt sense of the emotion.

Teach the difference between being IN an emotion and
looking AT an emotion. If s/he still slide into feeling the
emotion, s/he may need to reset safety systems. What does
flight look like? Flight? Freeze?
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Flash Technique (Manfield & Engel, 2017)
www.emdrvideo.com & https://flashtechnique.com/wp/

•

Uses in trauma work
• Assessment for readiness
• Helps clients integrate positive experience of using EMDR
• Prepares clients to do trauma processing by reducing the SUD without requiring
exposure to intense emotions
• Use with clients who are:
• Defended
• Avoidant
• Major intellectualizers
• Moderately dissociative
• Afraid to feel emotion associated with a specific memory
• Applications
• Regulate affect intensity
• Reduce anxiety
• Enhance ego strength
• Examples: anything referenced in the Adverse Childhood Events scale; incident involving
major shame, guilt, fear, sadness, sibling relationship rupture, or separation; relationship loss
or rejection (If no feeder); loss/death, person or animal; betrayal, helplessness; loving as
child; loss of friends, new school/house; getting lost; changing jobs, separation from
colleagues; assaults or violence (witnessing or experiencing); hospitalizations, injuries or
anything involving intense pain; natural or man-made disaster; nightmares; a failure; scene
from movie; legal conflict
Flash Technique Procedure
• Basic client instruction:
•

Before we start, I’d like you to think of a disturbing /upsetting memory or image from
your life, one that still bothers you now. Please choose a memory that has a disturbance
level of at least 6 on a zero – 10 scale, where 0 is nothing or neutral and 10 is the worst
you can imagine. If you can’t think of a memory, try a scene from a movie is disturbing.
Once you’ve done that, put it into your container. I do NOT want you to continue to
think about it, or tell me about it just yet.
•
•

•

Avoid a memory where the disturbance is related to feeder memories.
Do not discuss or elaborate on the memory.

Positive Engaging Focus: Have the client bring up a positive engaging focus. Strengthen
this positive memory or image with a couple of short slow sets of eye movements or taps.
•

Instead, I’d like you to find a positive, engaging focus (PEF). It may be a person, special
place, enjoyable activities, favorite music, or imagined experiences. We want it to be strong
enough to hold your attention so you don’t think of disturbing things. Focus on that
positive experience and tap back and forth on your thighs as I tap on mine. (Tap back
and forth 4 times)

•

Was it easy to stay connected to your positive focus? (If so, proceed)
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•

Basic client instruction:
•

We’ll be doing the same thing again, but this time, I’ll say “flash/blink” and I want you
to quickly blink your eyes once. (If so…)
• This time, I’d like you to rapidly blink three times each time I say “flash/blink.”
•

•

Repeat the triple flash set five times, with 4-5 passes of BLS between each triple.

Zero to ten, where’s your disturbance now?
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

If SUD = 0, check the SUD of the disturbing memory.
After feedback, if the disturbance isn’t zero, place the disturbance in the container,
resume focus on PEF, and continue with additional sets of five triple blinks.
Check the SUD at the end of each group of five triple blinks.
If the disturbance isn’t dropping, check to see if there is any intrusion from the
disturbing memory during the flashes.
If so, place the disturbing memory in the container and continue five sets of triple
flashes/blinks until the SUD is 0 or > 3 and not dropping by at least two points after
a set of 5 triples (in this case, move on to Phase 3 of EMDR).
Once the SUD = 0, check the SUD of the identified disturbing memory /
experience. If it is greater than 0, have the client place it in the container, focus on
the PEF and do another set of five triple blinks.
Continue checking the SUD after each set of five triple blinks
If the difficulty continues to be more than slight, go back to single flashes / blinks
until the client is ready for triples. If the client has difficulty returning to a resourced
state rapidly enough between the three flashes, they can return to a calm /neutral
state or being present in the room between flashes.

Troubleshooting the Flash Technique
When the flash doesn't work, it’s usually because the client is connecting with the trauma in a
way that is activating.
•

•

•
•
•

If SUD doesn’t drop and there’s no apparent reason, try, Pretend this blank piece of paper

has your disturbing memory on the underside. Before each triple blink, glance rapidly at the
piece of paper. If that doesn’t cause a shift, move to Phases 3-6.
If client doesn’t think it’s working, they’re probably accessing the memory to evaluate. This
prevents Flash from working. Make sure they understand that once they identified the
memory and rated it on the SUD scale, while they’re doing the slow BLS, and blinking when
instructed, you DON’T want them to think about it. They are to access it only when asked.
If the client isn’t “rehearsing,” instruct the client to trust that the brain will go where it needs
to.
Make sure the client isn’t talking.
Client may need help identifying a strong “positive engaging focus” (PEF).
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Experiencing Emotion Can be a Good Thing
•

Emotion = information is being released and processed

•

There is a beginning, middle and end to the emotional roller coaster ride

•

This may be the first time the client is able to experience and process emotion

•

There may be an emotion that’s been camouflaging the underlying, more primitive emotion

•

Continue BLS until the intensity of the client’s emotional response has shifted

•

Maintain a stance of detached compassion while being mindful of client’s attachment history
•

Use your tone of voice and energy to help ground the client and maintain dual awareness
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Window of Tolerance
adapted from Ogden, Minton & Pain; Corrigan, Fisher & Nutt

Hyperarousal
Zone
Stuck on “ON”
too much
arousal to
integrate right
brain implicit
self states

2. Sympathetic “Fight or Flight” Response
• Increased sensations
• Flooded
• Emotional reactivity
• Hypervigilant
• Intrusive imagery / flashbacks
• Disorganized cognitive processing

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anxiety
Panic
Hyperactivity
Exaggerated startle
Inability to relax
Restlessness
Digestive problems
Emotional flooding
Chronic pain
Sleeplessness
Hostility/rage

Optimal Arousal 1. Ventral Vagal “Social Engagement” Response
Zone
• State where emotions can be tolerated
and information integrated

• Normal range of
emotions
• Able to consciously
change emotional
states

Hypoarousal
3. Dorsal Vagal “Immobilization” Response
Zone
• Relative absence of sensation
Stuck on “OFF”
• Numbing of emotions
• Disabled cognitive processing
too little arousal
• Reduced physical movement
to integrate right
brain implicit
self states

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Depression
Flat affect
Lethargy /deadness
Exhaustion
Chronic fatigue
Disorientation
Disconnection,
Dissociation
Complex syndromes
• Pain
• Low blood pressure
• Poor digestion

Stuck ON

Over-accessing/Hyper-arousal

}

Traumatic

Normal Range

Event

Under-accessing/Hypo-arousal
Stuck OFF
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Affective Window of Tolerance

Over-accessing
Hyper-aroused
Sympathetic –
fight or flight

Destructive Behaviors
• alcohol & depressants
• risky behaviors –
food, gambling, sex,
shopping

mind racing
↑ emotions & body sensations
anxiety & overwhelm
anger, rage, outbursts
rigidity & OCD behaviors
impulsivity

• ability to maintain dual awareness
/ here & now and attunement w/
self and other
• aware of own feelings and body
as well as partner’s or others’

Optimum Arousal Zone
dual focus / dual
attention
Ventral-Vagal
social engagement
Under-accessing
Hypo-aroused
Parasympathetic
Dorsal-Vagal –
freeze or faint
• numbed out
• dissociated

•
•
•
•
•
•

Destructive Behaviors
• Stimulants
• Extreme sports
• Risk-taking

• mind slows
• decreased emotions &
sensations
• no or slow speech
• dissociation
• not present - spaced out
• shut down
• flat affect
• lethargic, collapse

Effects of adaptive life experiences
& resources on emotional tolerance
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Phase Three: Assessment (aka ACCESSment)
•

Accesses and activates the maladaptively stored memory as it is currently stored
•

Specific target was tentatively identified during case conceptualization and treatment
planning that began in Phase 1: History-taking

•

Maladaptively stored elements of the memory are activated in a place of safety and security

•

Determine baseline levels of currently held positive and negative beliefs as they relate to the
stored experience as well as the intensity of feelings
•

Brief and specific stimulation of the target memory promotes activation of associated
memory networks ultimately allowing adaptive processing and learning to occur

•

Asking the activating questions in specific order begins the bilateral stimulation of the
brain

Client Instructions

We will be processing the memory (bothersome / icky thing) we’ve agreed on. I’ll start by
asking seven specific questions to ‘turn on’ the memory, then I’ll start the back-and-forth.
Remember, this will be like that train ride or watching a movie, just notice what comes up for
you. You may have pictures, smells, sounds, tastes, thoughts, emotions, body sensations or
other memories that come up. Just notice. There is no right or wrong way to do this. Just be
curious.
Initially, it will be like we’re learning to dance together, so it’s important for you to tell me
what is working or not working for you. I can adjust the speed and the length of the sets based
on your personal experience. I’ll start with sets that are about 30 seconds or so – that’s like
putting something that’s frozen into the microwave to speed up the thawing and we’ll adjust
the length from there.
At the end of each set, I’ll ask you to notice the first thing that comes into your awareness
when I stop – kinda like playing musical chairs. Remember, EMDR is different from
traditional talk therapy, so I don’t need to know where you started, where you’ve been, or how
you got to where you are, just what you are aware of (what comes up) in that moment. Give
me a little bullet of information then I’ll say, ‘Go with that, start with that, or notice that’
and begin the bilateral again. We’ll continue to follow this pattern through your processing
until the disturbance is down to a zero, your positive belief is strong, and there’s no
disturbance in your body when you think about the memory. Remember, if anything feels like
it’s too much, you’ve got your stop signal. Ready?
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Seven Magic Questions & the Brain

• What’s the worst part of the memory (experience / incident)?
•

Sensory elements activate the right brain
•

image, sound, smell, taste, touch

• What’s the negative belief (rat talk, yucky thought) you have about yourself now when you
think about it? [NC]
•

Thought activates left brain

•

Childlike “I statement” that is generalizable, irrational and feels true

• What would you rather believe about yourself now? [PC]
•

Imagination activates right brain

•

“I statement” with an adult perspective that is generalizable, adaptive and focuses on the
same theme as the NC

• On a scale of 1-7, where one is completely false, and seven is totally true, how true does
[PC] feel now?
•

Quantitative analysis activates left brain by quantifying the client’s meaning-making

•

Osgood’s semantic differential – 7 being strongest adaptive belief

• When you put the worst part of the memory [preferably an image] together with the [NC]
what emotion(s) do you feel now?
•

Emotion activates right brain

• When you put the worst part of the memory together with [NC], on a scale of 0-10, where
zero is ‘nothing” or ‘neutral,’ or ‘I can talk about it calmly’ and 10 is the worst you can
imagine, how disturbing does it feel right now?
•

Quantitative analysis activates left brain by measuring intensity

•

Wolpe’s Subjective Units of Distress Scale – with 10 being most intense

• Where are you feeling the disturbance (upset) in your body right now?
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Phase Four: Desensitization
•

This phase incorporates BLS (long, fast sets) to reprocess the accessed target memory to an
adaptive resolution

•

Associated memory networks/channels of association may be activated during processing

•

Links to material, both adaptive and maladaptive, is spontaneous

•

Clears “the mud off of the windshield” so the client has the ability to access the inaccessible
positive memory networks

•

The body’s innate healing ability (AIP) reprocesses the memory to an adaptive resolution
•

•

Useful material is integrated in the form of adaptive learning while non-adaptive
dysfunctional material is processed and discarded

Majority of processing time is spent in Phase Four
•

Processing may access memory channels of association
•

Elements of the memory (sensory, emotions, body sensations, beliefs)
•

•
•

People, places, situations, anniversaries, etc.

Memories and associations may bounce among past, present and future

The protocol shouldn’t override therapeutic empathic connectedness with client
•

Calm, non-intrusive, energetically supportive presence

•

Provides sense of safety and security for client to allow them to go where they otherwise
might not

Initiate Phase 4 Processing

• Bring up the picture (or worst part) and the words [repeat the NC], notice what you’re feeling
in your body and follow the back-and-forth.
Bilateral Stimulation (BLS)
• Speed and length of reprocessing set
•

Begin with 15-30 seconds sets that are as fast as the client can track / follow / tolerate

•

Faster speeds seem to activate the memory networks more efficiently, taking the client
“deeper” into the memory network

•

For more poorly resourced clients, shorter, slower sets are suggested to avoid overaccessing

•

For clients who seem to be less activated, longer, faster sets are suggested
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Changes Indicating Reprocessing
• Target specific
•

Sensory elements (image, sound, smell, taste, touch)

•

Beliefs – insights that are incremental or rapid flip

•

Emotions – seem appropriate for the experience being processed at the time

•

Physical sensations
•

Somatic release of physiological manifestations stored at the time of the incident
•

•

•

The Body Keeps the Score – Bessel van der Kolk

Physical “activity” you witness while the client is processing
•

Breathing

•

Eye flutters and movements

•

Skin coloration

•

Body shifts and non-verbal cues

Memory Network – Channels of Association
•

Based on sensory elements of the memory, thoughts, emotions, and body sensations
•

People

•

Places

•

Things and situations

•

Physical feelings

•

Anniversaries, etc.

• The brain and body know best, whatever comes up, is what needs to come up
• Don’t judge, be curious
• Trust the process
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Range of Processing Interventions to Maintain Affective Window of Tolerance
Over-accessing
Hyper-aroused
Sympathetic –
fight or flight

Constructive Behaviors
• slow, deep breathing
• grounding
• containment
• orient

mind racing
↑ emotions & body sensations
anxiety & overwhelm
anger, rage, outbursts
rigidity & OCD behaviors
impulsivity

• ability to maintain dual awareness
/ here & now and attunement w/
self and other
• aware of own feelings and body
as well as partner’s or others’

Optimum Arousal Zone
dual focus / dual
attention
Ventral-Vagal
social engagement
Under-accessing
Hypo-aroused
Parasympathetic
Dorsal-Vagal –
freeze or faint
• numbed out
• dissociated

•
•
•
•
•
•

Constructive Behaviors
•
•
•
•
•

breathing
mindfulness
grounding
break things down
protective parts

• mind slows
• decreased emotions &
sensations
• no or slow speech
• dissociation
• not present - spaced out
• shut down
• flat affect
• lethargic, collapse

Normal Range
• The client is able to maintain focus / dual attention
• “One foot in the past and one foot in the present”
• Client demonstrates normal range of emotion congruent with the target
• Client is able to tolerate the intensity of the emotion that is surfacing
• Intense emotion is acceptable, appropriate, and encouraged
• You may use short, previously agreed upon affirming words or phrases to
support and ground the client during the processing; only when necessary
• Make sure it’s about the client’s needs and not the needs of the clinician
• Be aware that certain phrases or words may be triggering / activating for
some clients and not for others – e.g., That’s it or Good or Good job
• At the end of the set: What do you get? or What do you notice? or What comes up?
• Non-directive question allows the client to report whatever is being processed, in
whatever manner it is being processed, without interfering with the client’s natural
processing (whole brain access / processing)
• This is a brief pause in processing to assess where the client is in the moment
• It is not necessary to repeat the client’s report
• Initiate the next set with phrase such as Go with that, or Start with that, or Notice that.
• Continue the speed and length of the sets (long and fast based on client’s definition) as
long as processing is proceeding
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Over-accessing / Hyperarousal
• Client demonstrates difficulty maintaining dual focus / dual attention during processing
• Client demonstrates intense emotion that causes disconnection from reality of the
present moment
• Will likely appear as uncontrollably emotional or “hysterical”
• Client is not able to tolerate the intensity of the emotion that is surfacing
• During the current set, decrease speed of BLS and shorten the length of the set
• Using EMD (Eye Movement Desensitization) is appropriate in these situations
• At the end of the set: Take a deep breath (maybe even have them repeat the breath if
necessary) [pause] What are you thinking? or When you think about [the target] now, what
are you noticing? [pause for response] 0-10, how big is your upset now?
• Deep breath helps shift from sympathetic to parasympathetic nervous system
• Directive question, emphasizing focus on the target and present orientation, “requires”
client to access left brain (cognitive)
• Limits amount of emotional and physical information being processed to “slow
down” the processing
• Reassessing or reaccessing the target memory after each set minimizes associations
and limits access to “data” stored in additional memory networks
• As a last resort, ask a question that limits focus to a single element of memory
• Of the five senses: What are you seeing (hearing, smelling, or tasting)? or What
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

physical sensations are you noticing?

Focusing the attention on the body is grounding — What do you notice in your

body?

If the image is color, make it black and white
If there is movement, freeze it or if frozen, add movement
If the client sees the image as if up close or happening around them, have them view
it from a distance
Decrease the amount of emotional and physical information being accessed by
• Shortening the set
• Slowing the speed of BLS
• Changing direction or modality of BLS
Take more time between sets than you would for someone who is processing within the
normal limits of the Window of Tolerance
You may try using short, previously agreed upon, affirming words or phrases to support
and ground the client during the processing
• Make sure it’s about the client’s needs and not the needs of the clinician
• Examples – You can do this. You’re here with me. You’re safe now. It’s old stuff.

That was then, this is now. The only place this is happening is your brain.

Honor the stop signal should the client use it
It is important for the clinician to note any personal activation (transference) s/he may
be experiencing due to the client’s distress
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Under-accessing / Hypoarousal
• Client demonstrates difficulty accessing maladaptively stored material during processing
• Client experiences minimal or absence of emotion and is overly focused in present
• Will likely appear as having flat affect
• Likelihood is that client is not able to tolerate emotional intensity of any sort
• Note any sensation in jaw or throat and have client to give it words / voice
• Notice your jaw (throat) and give yourself permission to say, silently or aloud,

anything you want – anything you’ve been holding back
•

•

If there have been minimal signs of processing, at the end of the set ask, What are you
feeling? or What are you noticing in your body?
• Having client focus on emotion and/or body sensations “requires” client to access right
brain
• If the client reports nothing or numbness direct focus to location of the experience in the
body
Check the possibility of client being “frozen”
• Give yourself permission to do whatever you’d like, inside or outside – punch, kick,

scream, stomp your feet...
•

Increase the amount of emotional and physical information being accessed by
• Lengthening the set allows more time to access implicitly stored memories
• Changing the speed
• Slower may be more activating for someone who grew up in chaotic environment
• Faster may increase activation
• Changing direction or modality of BLS
• Check in on target and scan for new data or additional disturbing associations
• Emphasize multiple elements of the memory
• Ask questions that break down the five senses: Notice what you are seeing, hearing,
smelling, and tasting? or Notice what physical sensations you’re experiencing in your

body.
•
•
•

If the image is black and white, make it color
If the client sees the image as if from a distance, bring it closer
Once the client has attended to the experience, suggest: Notice what you are

experiencing and ask your brain and body to take you back to the time before and the
time before, back to your earliest experience of [restate client’s experience]
•
•
•

Emphasize the negative belief to intensify emotion
Change the action of the experience: if frozen, add movement; if moving, freeze it
Move as quickly as possible between sets to prevent the client from down-regulating

• There are no supposed tos, just let whatever happens, happen. Be curious.
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Processing Considerations
• Whenever possible, the clinician should allow the client to process spontaneously, without
unnecessary intrusion or intervention
• Stay out of the way and let whatever happens, happen
• It is the client’s AIP doing the work that needs to be done to adaptively process
the memory / experience
• Any therapist intervention / intrusion / comment changes the memory and necessitates
re-accessing the target in undistorted form
• New memories may spontaneously occur during processing
• Specific memory elements often process spontaneously, without additional attention
• Feeder memories that contribute to current disturbance / dysfunction
• These are untapped, implicitly stored earlier memories that “feed” or block the
processing
• Others may require additional targeting or an additional target treatment plan
• Processing will not access all channels that are connected each time
• Dormant networks may be activated by new experiences
• There may be gaps based on developmental issues
• They require new information so AIP system can bridge the gap in order to process
• Once the linkage occurs, adaptive changes may be successfully integrated
Timing of Re-accessing / Reassessing the Target
• Checking in on the initial target accesses the memory in its undistorted, currently stored
form
• The goal is to access any as yet unprocessed information or remaining channels of
association
• Necessary step following therapist intervention
• When processing changes become minimal, vague, or client gives neutral feedback or no
changes
• Vague or lack of new material is indicative of reaching the end of a channel of
association
• If the client repeatedly reports positives
• If a client is poorly resourced, as long as the positives are strengthening, the clinician
may choose, time permitting, to continue sets of DAS/BLS to enhance the positive
memory networks
• When you check in on the target now, what do you get / notice (or what comes up)? [pause
for response]
• If client reports “nothing,” ask, 0-10, how disturbing is it now? and then go with that.
• If the SUD is 1 or 2,
• Have the client focus on the body sensation, Notice where you feel that 1 (or 2) in your
•

body and go with that.

You may also ask process questions, e.g., What makes it a 1? What keeps it up at a 1?

What’s the danger if it stays a 1? What purpose does the 1 serve? What would it take to
be a 0? What would it mean if it were a 0? What’s the danger of it being 0?
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Feeder Memories & Blocking Beliefs
• These often surface during Phase 4 Reprocessing when the SUD is stuck at 1-2 or during
Phase 5 Installation when VoC is 5-6
•

A feeder memory is an unidentified earlier memory related to the target memory that
contributes to the client’s current dysfunction
• May prevent 0 SUD until identified and processed
•

Access feeder memories
•

Focus on the negative cognition and scan childhood memories

•

•

Focus on dominant emotion and physical sensations, “name it to tame it” and float
back or scan for earlier memory
A blocking belief is a negative belief that is blocking successful processing
•

Often linked to another negative belief associated with a feeder memory

•

Processing the initial target will stall until the blocking belief is reprocessed

•

Ask the client to close eyes, think of the situation and verbalize any thoughts that come
up
Examples

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

It’s not okay or safe to get over this
It’s not okay to feel – I won’t be able to handle it
I don’t deserve to get over it
If I feel better, it means that what happened didn’t matter
I’m betraying (being disloyal to) my friend(s) or family if I get over this

If the SUD doesn’t change / is stuck, the process questions above help identify possible
feeder memories or blocking beliefs
•

Once identified, feeder memories and blocking beliefs may process through without
further intervention

•

Occasionally, they will require individual targeting

•

In some cases, creation of an entire treatment / target sequence plan is needed

Have the client scan back on the disturbance – Notice where you feel that disturbance in your

body and ask your brain and body to scan back to an earlier time…
•

To identify any fears or secondary gain issues, you may also suggest or ask
•

See if there’s a part of you that is concerned about getting over this
• What would happen if you were to get over this problem?
•

The memory / memory network may be too large to process in the remaining session time
•

•

It may be useful to “tag it” and put it away in the container for processing as a separate
target at a later date

Once identified or activated, add a set(s) of BLS to facilitate processing
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Fears & Avoidance
• Secondary gain – what will the client have to confront or do if therapy works?
•

Fears
•

Process itself – suggest that the client chooses the first target for processing

•

Eye movements

•

Fear of feeling the emotions

•

Losing the respect of the therapist if the client experiences intense emotion

•

Discovering the cause of emotional disturbance
•

Normalize it. It’s already happened. The only place it’s still happening is in your

brain. Why not clean it out so there’s room for positive experiences?
•

Going crazy / losing control – emotions are part of past experiences and will be
processed adaptively

•

Losing good memories – quite the contrary, getting the “mud off the windshield” allows
clients to access more positive adaptive memories

•

Change – address it with future template
•

Secondary gain

•

What will become of me?
• I won’t know who I am. I’ve been like this all my life.
•

Losing relationship with the therapist

•

Disloyalty to family relationships / roles by changing roles

•

Make sure the client isn’t blocking emotional / cognitive processing effects

•

Worse case scenarios

•

Negative beliefs (demand characteristics) work overtime: I have to be perfect and do it

right
Advanced Procedures
•

•

Make modifications to the basic protocol only when needed
•

Begin identification of potential needs during case conceptualization and treatment
planning

•

May be incorporated during reprocessing phases

Once the client resumes spontaneous processing, return to “undistorted” processing
•

Client’s sense of self-efficacy and self-esteem may strengthen as a result
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Cognitive Interweaves
• Ways to activate stalled, ineffective or blocked processing
• Mimics spontaneous processing

•

•

Fit the intervention to the client

•

The client emotionally / developmentally arrests at the time of the trauma

•

“Lay down new track” to link to the next informational “stop”

Clinician offers statements, observations, suggestions that interweave appropriate networks
and associations
• Instructions or questions that stimulate thoughts, actions and/or imagery
•

Looping
•
•

•

Insufficient information
• Educational or developmental deficits result in lack of appropriate data to progress
behaviorally or cognitively
•

•

Offer information

Lack of generalization
•
•

•

Repetitive negative thoughts, affect and imagery associated with high SUD after
several sets
Offer an associated “track” of adaptive information that is developmentally
appropriate for the “stuckness”

Processing hasn’t generalized to associated targets
Strengthen positive connections to the issue

Time pressures
•

•

Client fails to process intense emotional experience in last third of the session that
may be due to multiple associated NCs or other channels of association
Tend to organize around themes / developmental plateaus – Responsibility, Safety,
Power/Control/Choices
•

Shift the client from child to adult perspective
•

•

From external to internal locus of control

• Differentiate the present from the past
Strategies – statement or question relative to the stuck point
•

New information
•

May require basic psychoeducation

•

Whose responsibility is it?
• Who taught you that…?
• “Columbo” – I’m confused….
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•

Socratic method – series of questions to help client discover realistic belief about an
experience
• Revealing the issue
•
•

• What evidence supports (the idea)? What evidence is against its being true?
Conceiving reasonable alternatives
• Might there be another explanation or viewpoint? Why else did it happen?
Examining potential consequences

• What are the worst…best…bearable…most realistic outcomes?
• Evaluate the consequences
• What happens if you keep thinking or believing this? What could happen if you
started thinking differently nor not holding onto (the belief)?
• Distancing
• Imagine a specific friend / family member in the same situation. What would you
tell them?
• What if it were your (sister, brother, child, parent, friend)? What would you say?
• Metaphor / Analogy – tell a brief applicable story or give an analogy
• “Let’s Pretend” – give the client permission to visualize / enact internally (or externally)
adaptive alternatives

• If you could have said or done anything, no consequences, what would it have been?
Do it – in your head or here in the room.
• Somatic interventions
• Give the client permission to do whatever s/he would like to do
• Allows the client to “complete” the action that s/he didn’t think possible
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Ego State / Parts Work as Cognitive Interweaves
• Ego State Theory (P. Janet, 1907) says personality is composed of separate parts or ego
states
• Ego states form our “internal family” (Richard Schwartz – selfleadership.org)
• An ego state has a specific role, mood, and mental function
• When the ego state is active / conscious, it is “large and in charge”
• Often clients are not aware of these ego states
• Looking Through the Eyes of Trauma and Dissociation (Paulsen, 2009)
• Identify parts of self-involved in internal dynamics such as
• Keeping the client “stuck”
• Self-sabotage
• Self-criticalness
• Avoidance
• Child-like behaviors
• May integrate child ego states
• Identify youngest “stuck” age
• Have the client’s adult, competent, caring, loving self to invite the child part to meet in a
comfortable, neutral gathering place, e.g., a park, fairy castle, playground
• Resourcing speed (slow) BLS is optional for the remainder of the process – e.g.,
bilaterally recorded music
• From this point on, the adult client should interact with the child part
• Have your adult, competent, caring, loving self ask the child if s/he would be willing

to look at pictures (or a movie) that will prove you are him/her all grown up?
•

These pictures can be portraits, candids, school photos, it doesn’t matter. Much
like the time lapse aging videos on the web. This should be done rather quickly
to minimize potential of activation

• Begin the pictures from one year older than the child’s identified age, proceeding
annually until 20, then by decades until the present
•

Now ask the child if s/he believes you are him/her all grown up
•
•

•

If no, direct client to ask what the child needs and address it – e.g., to ask
questions, see the pictures again
If yes, proceed

Ask the child if s/he would be willing to come sit by you or sit in your lap?
•
•

If no, address concerns
If yes, proceed
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•

Have the adult client provide loving touch and words of affirmation
• I want you to hug that child and hold her/him, telling her/him all the things
s/he needed to hear – e.g., how safe, smart, sweet, kind, loving, precious, good,
beautiful/ handsome, s/he didn’t deserve the yucky things that happened or
were said

• You’ve held onto all that icky, yucky stuff for so long. You don’t have to do that
anymore. You can come stay with me now and give it to me. I’ll take care of it.
• The child needs a new job now that s/he no longer has to hold onto all the trauma.
• You are very important to me and have done everything you knew to do to help for
so long. Now that I’m going to take that responsibility on, what do you say we
come up with a job for you to do that’s more age appropriate? How do you feel
about being in charge of playing and reminding me how important it is to play?
Would you be willing to do that?
Overview of Early Trauma Approach – Katie O’Shea & Sandra Paulsen
katie-oshea.com & www.bainbridgepsychology.com
•

Four step process
•

Well-developed ability to contain all but the specific target experience

•

Felt sense of safety

•

Recalibrating / resetting emotions

•

•

Based on Jaak Panksepp’s research on mammalian emotions

•

Early memories are implicitly stored resulting in a felt sense as an adult

•

Minimizes potential over-accessing

Clear (process) early trauma
•

Begin with time before conception to address potential transgenerational
transmission of trauma and cellular memory

•

Process through the early years of life to address developmental deficits
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Phase 5: Installation
•
•
•
•
•

Is still a reprocessing phase
Initiate after Phase 4: Desensitization SUD = 0
Accentuates and strengthens the client’s desired positive belief
• PC may have evolved into an even more adaptive statement now that the disturbance
has been processed to 0 SUD in Phase 4: Desensitization
Allows AIP to strengthen access and connections to adaptive memory networks
Allows associations with the desired positive belief to generalize to other memory networks

Phase 5 Processing
• When you pull up the original experience (target), does [repeat the PC] still fit, or is there
something that’s even better now? [pause for response]
• Think about the original experience and the words [repeat the current PC]…From 1,

COMPLETELY false, to 7, TOTALLY true, how true do they FEEL now?
• Focus on the original experience (target) and the words [repeat the current PC] and follow the
back-and-forth
•

Continue long and fast sets of DAS/BLS (reprocessing speed) as long as the client reports
changes until the PC is fully developed / installed (VoC = 7)
• Changes may include
• Strengthening and generalization of the PC
• For clients who are well resourced, you may check the VoC after each set
• For clients who are poorly resourced, time permitting, rather than interrupting
the process, continue sets until the gains / generalizations plateau, then check the
VoC
• A level of disturbance may emerge as AIP continues to access memory elements
• Blocking belief or feeder memory may be emerging
• Ask questions to identify the block

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What’s keeping this from being a 7?
What would it mean if it were a 7?
What would it take for it to be a 7?
What’s the danger of it being a 7?
What would you lose if it were a 7?
What would change if this were a 7?

The block or feeder may need to be tagged and set aside for separate
processing at a later time
The disturbance may be appropriate for the situation
The client may need new information or skills
Does the PC need to be modified?
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Phase 6: Body Scan
•

Is still a reprocessing phase

•

Initiate after Phase 5 Installation / Enhancement VoC = 7

•

Scans the body for any sensations associated with pairing PC with the target memory
•

•

The body is the “last frontier” of the memory
•

The Body Bears the Burden – Bessel van der Kolk

•

For clients who have experienced significant physical trauma, this may access
additional memories / experiences and may require an extended amount of time for
processing

Close your eyes and pair your positive belief with whatever is left of the target memory and
scan down your body, from the top of your head, to the tips of your toes. Let me know if you
notice anything or not.
•

Process whatever the client reports, positive or negative (long and fast sets of BLS)
•

Some find it beneficial / efficient to use processing speed BLS WHILE the client is
doing the body scan
•

•

If there are residual elements of the memory the rapid BLS will likely activate
them, allowing them to process through

Continue processing with sets of BLS until there is no further change

•

Positive gains / reports may generalize to other networks or areas of the client’s life

•

May access / activate implicitly stored memories that require processing

•

•

New associations

•

If something negative surfaces and time is limited, tag the disturbance and put it
away for processing at a later time

Positive gains may generalize to other areas of the client’s life

•

Processing is considered complete when the client reports 0 SUD, 7 VoC, clear body scan –
“0/7/clear”

•

Time permitting, it is acceptable to begin to process the next target on the treatment / target
plan

Phase 7: Closure
• Done at the end of every session: complete (0/7/clear) or incomplete
•

Intended to stabilize the client at the end of the session and between sessions

•

Highlights gains and facilitates adaptive integration of the experience

•

Shifts client’s focus away from the maladaptive memory networks

•

Prepares client to “re-enter” everyday life
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Incomplete vs. Complete Sessions
Incomplete Session

Complete Session

SUD > 0 / VoC < 7 / not clear scan

SUD = 0 / VoC = 7 / clear scan

Prompt client that session is almost over
We’re about out of time. Would you like
to do another set, or stop here?

We’re about out of time for today.

Do NOT check NC/PC, SUD, VoC or do
a body scan

Not necessary to check NC/PC, SUD,
VoC – you’ve already done that

You’ve done some great / hard work today. How are you doing?
•

•

Ask questions such as
• What’s your take away from today? What do you want to hold on to?
• What have you learned today that will help you?
• What positive(s) would you like to hold on to?
You may choose to enhance with slow, short (resourcing speed) sets of
BLS, bearing in mind that BLS may activate memory networks

Shift the client’s focus away from the disturbing material
•

•

Stabilize and ground the client
• Take any remaining disturbance and put it in your container. [pause]
Now go to your Happy Place [may use the client’s cue words] and enjoy
yourself.
For poorly resourced clients, additional grounding exercises may be
necessary

Closing Statement & Between Session Directions
•

We’ve started thawing the memory iceberg so processing may continue
after you leave. You may have thoughts, memories, dreams, emotions,
body sensations and things that seem to come up out of nowhere. You’re
not nuts. It’s part of the process. If something does come up, jot enough of
it down to prompt you when you come back, put it in your container, and
then go to your Happy Place [may use the client’s cue words] or use any of
your other resources. Remember, the more you use them, the stronger they
will become and the easier it will be to access them when you really need
them. Just in case, I’m here if you need me.
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Phase 8: Reevaluation
• Begin each session with reevaluation
• Highlight changes in the client’s life resulting from processing
•

Assess
•

Client’s general progress

•

Changes in symptoms

•

Changes in behaviors and reaction to triggers

•

Specific target memory and relevant associations
•

Thoughts, insights, information

•

Dreams – these are great targets for processing
•

•

The unconscious brain processing what the conscious brain is unable to digest –
REM sleep

Did the SUD remain at their previous level?

•

Add any new targets to treatment plan – remember once it’s begun, processing continues

•

Determine remaining targets

Four factors to address
• Resolution of the individual target
•

Any activated associated material has been processed

•

All targets have been processed allowing the client to feel

•

•

At peace with the past

•

Empowered in the present

• Able to make choices for the future
There is satisfactory integration within a balanced social network

How to Resume Processing
Completed Target
• As part of Phase 8 Reevaluation, ask the client to reflect on the processed target from the
last session
•

Whatever s/he reports, add a set of reprocessing BLS
•
•

If positive, it will enhance integration into the adaptive memory network
If negative, it will start processing
•

Occasionally, when client reports 0/7/clear, after time “away” from it, other
dysfunctional elements may become available – archeological dig
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Unfinished Target
• If the last session ended in incomplete processing (SUD > 0, VoC <7, or incomplete body
scan) begin by reactivating the memory
• Based on AIP, the memory processing continued on some level and the memory is now
changed / transmuted
• Use an abbreviate Phase 3 to access and activate the memory as it is currently stored

• When you bring up the memory now, what’s the worst part of it (sensory elements)?
• What emotions are you experiencing now?
• On a scale of 0 – 10, how disturbing is it?
• Where do you feel it in your body?
•

•

NOTE: it is not necessary to access the NC/PC or VoC
• You just need to “finish cooking the meal or reheat it before serving”
Resume processing with Phase 4

• Focus on the experience, notice where you feel it in your body and follow the back-andforth
• Continue with reprocessing sets of BLS until Phases 4 – 6 are complete
• SUD = 0, VoC = 7, clear body scan
• Check target plan to see what to target next
• After identifying the next target, use Phases 3 – 8 to process and reevaluate
• Continue processing targets sequentially until all targets have been reprocessed
Completing the Second Prong of Three-Pronged Protocol – Present
• Disturbance level of present triggers may have decreased due to processing
•

AIP predicts adaptive gains from processing will generalize to other targets

•

Some processing of triggers may have occurred while processing other targets

•

If any disturbance remains in present, the triggers will need to be targeted and processed

•

Due to processing, current experiences may now activate other maladaptively stored
experiences that were previously unavailable and/or unidentified

•

Second-order conditioning may be activating current triggers

•

Current life experiences can result in dysfunctional responses that need to be processed
•

•

These experiences can be identified throughout the course of therapy during processing
phases and reevaluation

Bring up the [name the trigger] and notice what you get now.
•

If client reports disturbance, target it using Phases 3 – 6 until 0/7/clear
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Completing the Third Prong of the Three-Pronged Protocol – Future Templates
• Includes psychoeducation, modeling and imaginal rehearsal
•

This is still processed using reprocessing speed BLS

•

May spontaneously occur throughout processing

•

Set the client up for successful living in the future

•

•

•

Emphasizes adaptive and flexible responses in future situations that would be
reminiscent of past disturbing experiences

•

AIP facilitates integration of adaptive behaviors and experiences from processed
memories

•

Create mental models for adaptive responses that promote positive life experiences

Targets may include
•

Developing and strengthening skills, behaviors and emotional responses

•

Future-oriented anxiousness and anticipatory fears

•

Trouble-shooting future challenges

•

Specific targets involving significant people and situations

Make sure that you’ve done a future template for every target before termination
•

AIP may result in the client spontaneously doing a future template while processing the
original target

•

Sometimes it will be important to do a future template at the end of each target
•

•

This strengthens the positive networks while reducing the possibility of additional
potential disturbances in the present

Final option is to wait until all past targets and present triggers on the treatment plan
have been processed before doing future templates

•

Blocking beliefs, feeder memories and fears may still arise at this point

•

May be appropriate to use it as a resource by inverting the protocol for poorly resourced
clients
•

For these clients, use resourcing BLS at first to maximize an adaptive response and build
resources
•

If processing goes well, consider gradually speeding up the BLS to reprocess
disturbance
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Method for the Future Template
• Designed to help client

•

•

View adaptive goals for the future

•

Uncover developmental or informational gaps or skill deficits

•

Develop resources to fill in the gaps or deficits

Have the client run a movie, seeing her/himself behaving or handling things in an adaptive
way
•

Adding continuous reprocessing speed BLS will catalyze the potential of any disturbance
arising
•

Should disturbance arise, target and process it
•

•
•

If there is no disturbance, add PC, emotions and body sensations and enhance the
positive networks with sets of reprocessing speed BLS

Next, have the client run the movie with challenges, and see her/himself handling the
“hiccups”
•

Should disturbance arise, target and process it
•

•
•

Address any issues that might come up

Address any issues that might come up

If there is no disturbance, add PC, emotions and body sensations and enhance the
positive networks with sets of reprocessing speed BLS

Continue exploring challenges until the client is able to adaptively handle worst case
scenarios
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target (3-6)?
target plan?

does it require processing?

imaginal
resourcing

target (3-6)

anticipatory?

appropriate response
for the situation?

needs? teach skills

becomes a target for processing

negative experience

REMEMBER! Future templates are designed to stir up any remaining dust bunnies, so
use processing sets of BLS, UNLESS it’s being used to build state change resources

repeat with new movies
as needed / indicated

future with challenge(s)
seeing self handle it

becomes a resource

positive experience

Run a movie of positive future scenario(s)

FUTURE TEMPLATE FLOWCHART

Future Template Flow Chart

Recent Events
•

Memories of events that occur 90 days or less are fragmented and not completely
consolidated into one memory of the entire event

•

These events require “frame-by-frame” processing, targeting each scene as a separate target,
using Phase 3 to access and activate the experience

•

Short sets, like taking small bites, can make the processing more manageable / tolerable
•

Obtain a narrative of the event

•

Target the worst part of the experience per the client’s definition

•

Target the remaining frames in chronological order

•

Have the client visualize the entire experience, eyes closed, and reprocess as any
disturbance surfaces
•

Repeat until the client is able to visualize from start to finish without any distress

•

Have the client visualize the entire experience, eyes open, and install positive belief

•

Do a final body scan

•

If needed, follow by processing any present stimuli

1

2

3
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Additional Protocols for Processing Recent Events
• New protocols have evolved in recent years
• R-TEP – Recent Traumatic Episode Protocol (Elan Shapiro & Bruit Laub)
• EMDR-PRECI – EMDR Protocol for Recent Critical Incidents (Ignacio Jarero &
Lucina Artigas)
• A-TIP – Acute Traumatic Incident Procedures (Roy Kiessling)
• Common themes
• Screen for appropriateness
• Insure the client has access to state-change resource tools
• Have client give narrative of experience
• The narration may be erratic and stilted, based on over-accessing and activation of
sympathetic nervous system
• Use of resource speed, tactile / auditory BLS during narrative may have grounding /
resourcing effect
• NOTE: even slow BLS may be activating, while at the same time client may
begin to integrate elements of the memory fragments
• Have client identify the worst part of the experience and process using Phase 3 questions
to access and activate. Process through Phase 5 to enhance positives
• Process to as close to 0/7 as is reasonably possible, given the circumstances
• Useful to reframe 0 as “ability to talk about it calmly”
• DO NOT use a body scan, it will activate other memory elements
• Continue in this pattern, identifying the remaining worst part of the experience, until all
frames / targets have been processed
• Finally, have the client do Phase 3 for the entire experience and process through Phase 6
• Process to as close to 0/7 as is reasonably possible, given the circumstances
• This time, the client WILL do a body scan to identify any residual disturbance
• Take special care to do as much future template work as possible to prepare the client to
handle the upcoming consequences of the traumatic event
• Consider using this approach for poorly resourced clients with complex histories
• For some clients, though an event occurred several years ago, it may feel like it happened
yesterday

2

4

1
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Self-use
•

Clients may use self-soothing / resourcing tools combined with resourcing speed EMDR for
stress reduction
•

To down-regulate and stabilize from a disturbance
•

Laurel Parnell’s Tapping In is a useful resource

•

Slow vertical eye movements are calming for many people

•

May use future rehearsal as a resource to strengthen adaptive networks

•

Auditory or tactile BLS is preferred in the early stages of processing
•

Clients may use bilaterally recorded music
•

•

See “Beginning Info & Resources” on the cloud for a list of sources

Therapists may use BLS to process disturbances arising from working with clients
•

Use only for minor anxieties
•

•

Targets with more disturbance may result in over-accessing / over-activating
emotions resulting the individual’s inability to maintain dual focus

May use with future template to problem solve and resource
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Comprehensive Reevaluation before Termination
•

Have the clients run life movies covering
•

Past
•

•

•

•

More targets likely emerged during processing

Present
•

How well is the client doing in the present?

•

Are there any remaining triggers?

•

Issues of second-order conditioning?

Future
•

The client is set up for success and equipped to adaptively handle any challenges

•

Positive future templates

Outcomes
•

What would happen if the client were successful?

•

What would happen if the client were unsuccessful in some area or experience?

•

Participants – significant people in the client’s life

•

Situations – significant situations in the client’s life

•

•

Anticipatory fear

•

Physical disturbances

Beliefs – negative and positive

Guiding Principles to Share with Client at Termination
• EMDR is an archeological dig – you can’t get to everything possible in one series of
processing sessions
•

When things come up, it doesn’t mean that it didn’t work, it means the client is ready for the
next layer

•

The client has come a long way in developing a healthy relationship with self and will know
if or when s/he would benefit from more processing
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Disconnect, Shut Down, Dissociate: Things we see in the office every day
•

•

Everyone dissociates
•

Most common presentation allows easy movement from one state to another

•

It’s important to know how much because it can interfere with processing

•

In dissociative disorders, the person does NOT easily move between states
•

Expect the unexpected

•

Often misdiagnosed when clinicians aren’t trained to recognize dissociation

•

Do NOT use EMDR processing without
Advanced training working with dissociation

•

Advanced training working with dissociation using EMDR
•

Specialized consultation in using EMDR when working with dissociation

•

EMDR should not be considered stand alone treatment for this population,
but part of a total psychotherapeutic approach

•

Lack of appropriate safeguards may result in client over-accessing and getting stuck
at high SUD when processing traumatic memories

•

Often have a variety of diagnoses due to manifestations of different “parts”

Important to screen each client to identify potential dissociative disorder
•

Dissociative Experiences Scale (DES) (Carlson & Putnam, 1993)
•

•
•

•

DES Scoring Taxon – 3, 5, 7, 8, 12, 13, 22, 27

Multidimensional Inventory for Dissociation (MID), v6.0 (Dell, 2012)

Client readiness defined in Phases 1 & 2 (History and Preparation)
•

Additional consideration of complexity of internal system
•

Client education and understanding about dissociation

•

Understanding organization of the system is imperative

•

Informed consent by all elements of the system

•

Cooperation between parts

•

State of permeability of dissociative barriers between / among memory networks

•

Motivation for change

•

Defensive shame and the urge to avoid
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Useful Tools for Working with Dissociation
Jim Knipe, EMDR Toolbox: Theory and Treatment of Complex PTSD and Dissociation
Constant Installation of Present Orientation & Safety (CIPOS)
• Uses short-term memory (STM), the first step in retaining memories in long-term memory
(LTM)
•

When shifting from present safe state to thinking about trauma, the STM of present
orientation is briefly available (2-20 seconds)

•

Designed to build the client’s resources by briefly going into traumatic material and then
reorienting to the present multiple times

•

Resourcing the client’s ability to go into the traumatic material and consciously shift to safety
of the present prepares client for processing
Fully present

Dissociated

2-10 seconds of deliberate
dissociation into traumatic material
– NO BLS

Orientation to present safety
(use BOH Scale to check)
Repeat as needed
Orientation to present safety
paired with BLS

2-10 seconds of deliberate
dissociation – NO BLS
Continue repeating
as necessary

Orientation to
present safety

More than 20 seconds in traumatic material
with BLS (Phase 4: Desensitization)
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Back of the Head Scale (BHS)
• Useful to determine the extent to which a client is oriented to the present
•

Can be used at any point in the session to help the client develop an awareness of the
dissociative process and help the client stay grounded in the present

•

Think of a line that goes all the way from here (about 14 inches in front of the face) to the
back of your head. This point (14 inches in front of the face) means you are completely aware
of being present here in the room with me, that you can listen to what I’m saying and that you
aren’t at all distracted by any other thoughts.
Now, let the other place on the line, at the back of you head, mean that even though your eyes
are open, in your mind, you are completely in a memory from the past (not present in the
room).
Show me where you are right now.

Loving Eyes
• Encourages the client to form a visual image of a younger emotional part (ego state)
•

Allows the parts to become more aware of each other and become accepting and supportive
of each other
•

Each part originated with an adaptive purpose

•

Maladaptive behaviors in the present were, developmentally, the best option the client
had for coping at the time of the original trauma(s)

•

Useful to reduce sympathetic arousal client may be experiencing when paired with sets of
BLS

•

The goal of the procedure is that the parts can look at each other through “Loving Eyes”

•

Sitting in this chair, the adult you are today. Can you just look at that child? (if yes) Just see
this child and see whatever you see when you see the child. What’s good about knowing that
you today are not that child? What’s good about knowing that you’re not stupid (bad,
weak, helpless, etc.)?

•

With a positive response, have the client think of that and add a short set of BLS

•

When you look at the child, can you see the child’s feelings?
• When you look at the child, how do you feel about the child? Can s/he hear you if you
speak to her/him? Is there anything you know, as an adult, that would be helpful to the
child, something the child doesn’t know? …Stay with that.
• If the client reports negative material – Do you, as an adult, looking at the child, feel critical
of him/her?
•

May require additional cognitive interweaves
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Special Considerations
• If skilled in working with dissociation and integrating EMDR into overall treatment
• Entire EMDR process will need to be titrated due to fragmentation of memories
•

Invert 3-pronged approach to build the client’s resources

•

Use EMD or a recent events protocol when processing

•

Keep the client involved and grounded

Slower is faster – it will likely take years
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Clinically Researched Uses of EMDR
* You should be experienced in working with each of the populations before integrating EMDR
into the treatment
Children
• What to expect
•

•

Children tend to process much more quickly than adults
•

Fewer experiences and complex memories = simpler memory networks

•

Even newborns respond to BLS

•

Sessions tend to be shorter, e.g., 20-30 minutes, based on attention spans

•

Greater generalization effects

•

Standard EMDR procedures may require developmentally appropriate modifications
•

May incorporate art, sand tray or play therapy in all phases

•

Be faithful to the concepts but use creativity to engage the child and facilitate
processing

•

Using Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EDMR) with
Psychologically Traumatized Children (April 29, 2011)
http://apps.allkids.org/body.cfm?xyzpdqabc=0&id=615&action=detail&ref=196

Phase 2: Preparation
•

•

BLS modified to hold child’s attention
•

Eye movement – finger puppets, wand, light saber

•

Children under 4 are not capable of tracking across the midline

•

Tactile – drumming, koosh ball, butterfly / angel hug

•

Auditory – music or tones

•

Combinations – e.g., scratching out or erasing a picture, apps for iPad, buzzies

Container and Happy Place may be real objects or imaginary
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•

•

•

•
•

•

Phase 1: History
• Consult with adult caregiver(s) for history without the child present
• Child is more externally locused
• Adult present during child’s interview?
• Meet with child with (and without) the adult caregiver(s) present if it facilitates
child’s sense of safety and comfort
• Adult has to be able to be calm, grounded and present during child’s processing
• Developmental modifications for child’s history, e.g., creating a story book, sand tray,
puppets
Phase 3: Assessment
• Image (worst part) – developmentally appropriate
• Cognitions / beliefs are often thoughts or statements about their experience
• www.judycab.com/#!cognition-cards/c1ew5
• Kid friendly labels on index cards (you can find them on the cloud)
• Emotions – often useful to have emotional faces chart available
• VoC & SUD – use hand gestures or objects of graduated sizes
• Magnifying glass may be used as “feeling detector” to identify body location
Phase 4: Desensitization
• Sets tend to be shorter
• May involve story telling or games
• www.emdrjourneygame.com
• www.drrobbie.org – My EMDR Workbook
• Prepare the caregiver(s) that emotion(s) may manifest in acting out and that it is part of
the processing
• Work with the child to develop tools to help them deal with the emotional
disturbance
Phase 5: Installation, Phase 6: Body Scan, Phase 7: Closure, and Phase 8: Reevaluation
• Use developmentally appropriate language
Interventions that may be used in groups (directions are on the cloud)
• Happy Place and Container
• Slaying the Monster
• Wheel of Resources
• Drawing Technique – Janero
Dissociative elements may manifest in a range of behaviors
• Not all dissociation is the result of a pathology or trauma – consider the history
• Even young children dissociate under nontraumatic conditions
• Staring off in a fixed gaze
• Rocking and singing to self
• Engaging in fantasy play and invisible friends
• For children who have experienced severe / complex trauma, more extreme forms of
dissociation may manifest, including DID
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Addictions & Impulse Control Disorders
• AIP-informed approach
• Trauma results from
• Adverse childhood experiences
• Active addiction
• Relapses, treatment failures and their consequences
• Positive and negative feeling states can be associated with the maladaptive behaviors
• Addiction exacerbates the negative beliefs about self and identity that were internalized
as a result of the earlier trauma(s)
• The goal is to create a life worth staying straight and sober for
• Accomplished by desensitizing the addiction memory networks and “deactivating
relapse triggers”
• Processing Choice points
• Client’s available internal resources
• Building adaptive networks and/or creating positive resources and coping skills
• Trauma vs. addiction
• Trauma is what fuels the addictive behaviors
• Process the traumas and the addictive behaviors are no longer needed
• Addictive behaviors are maladaptive coping strategies
• A way to self-soothe and state change from disturbed state
• Calm down, relieve stress, sleep without nightmares, reduce depression,
anxiety and feelings of helplessness
• Can be a way for client to feel a sense of “belonging” or “fitting in” with friends
/ family
• “Protector” parts / ego states use it to cope
• Abstinence vs. active use
• Active use can inhibit / block effective processing
• Client needs to be “straight” enough to connect with affective elements of
processing
• Phase 1: History
• Assess for
• Detoxification
• Client’s ability to report impulses and behaviors HONESTLY
• Patterns of use
• Triggers
• Maladaptive positive feelings
• Red flags
• Suicidal / homicidal ideation or self-harm behaviors
• Lethal substance use
• Medical or safety concerns
• Psychiatric instability
• Dissociation
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•

Phase 2: Preparation
• Client must be completely honest in reporting all impulsive behaviors
• Clarify potential of consequences of reporting, e.g., legal or DCF involvement
• If client struggles to remain substance free, schedule sessions at times that make this a
possibility
• Use traditional state change tools: Container, Happy Place, and stop signal
• Enhance and install more resources from times client felt resourceful, powerful, or in
control
• When there is a positive affect / experience, resource it with slow, short sets of BLS
• Common resourcing needs
• Ability to ask for and use help
• Avoidance of responsibility
• Determination
• Willingness
• Over-responsibility
• Avoidance of emotion
• Client MUST demonstrate adequate stability before moving to reprocessing phases
• Identify commitment to change

•

• How committed are you to making this change on a scale of 0-10?
• If not a 10, what would it take or what would you need to make it a 10?
Desensitizing Protocols enhance stabilization
• Future template to “practice” / enhance use of healthier coping skills
• Identify alternate adaptive behaviors you’d like to do / use instead of _____.
• Run a Future Template seeing yourself using the adaptive behavior.
• Imagine waking up tomorrow and the issues are completely resolved. (FT)
• Resource times when client felt resourceful, powerful, or in control
• Two-handed Interweave – Robin Shapiro
• One hand – motivated, invested in change and healthy behaviors
• Other hand – unmotivated, invested in dysfunctional behaviors
• CravEX – Michael Hase (2008, 2010)
• How would you feel if you used your addiction of choice?
• Has there been a time when you experienced this feeling in a healthier way?
• Resource it
• Reverse Protocol – Robbie Adler-Tapia
• Invert the three prongs, future, present, past
• This builds up positive / resource networks
• DeTUR – AJ Popky (2005) www.ajpopky.emdrcounselingteam.com
• Targets triggers and urges
• Measures LOU (level of urge)
• Extensive resourcing
• Inverted protocol, using future to resource adaptive alternatives to using
• Target triggered urges beginning with least first – 1 on 0-10 scale
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•

•

Target traumas in each of the three prongs beginning with the least disturbing,
working up to the most disturbing experiences
• Feeling State – Robert Miller (2012) http://www.imttherapy.com/
• Targets maladaptively encoded Positive Feeling States (PFS)
• Feeling State (state dependent memory) = Fixation of [Feeling + Behavior]
• Goal is to no longer want to do the addictive behavior
• Once PFS has been processed, underlying trauma will be the next target
• Four Elements – Elan Shaprio
• Earth – grounding, safety in present
• Air – breathing for centering, balance and strength
• Water – calm, focused and in control
• saliva requires switch from sympathetic to parasympathetic system
• Fire – fire up imagination to bring in a resource needed in the moment
• Clearing Affective Circuits (Recalibrating Emotional Circuits) – Katie O’Shea
• Flash Technique – Phil Manfield
Processing approaches
• AIP is the theoretical framework for the following approaches
• It explains symptoms
• Guides case conceptualization and treatment planning
• Predicts outcomes
• All target specific maladaptively encoded memories associated with addictive /
compulsive behavior(s) or avoidance
• Reveals disturbing affect underlying the maladaptive behaviors
• Desensitizing urges means creating adaptive coping skills before and during
processing
• What trigger, urge, or craving would you like to work on?

• Bring up the trigger with any words, tastes, smells, sensations that go with it.
What’s the level of urge on a scale of 0-10? Notice where you feel the urges in
your body when you think about the trigger and notice.
•
•

Add long, fast sets of BLS until LOU is 0
Contain traumatic material that urges

• Cue with Positive Treatment Goal – Bring up the trigger, your goal, a cue word
and pair them together.
• Future Template – Imagine a time in the future when you will experience that
trigger. Notice the LOU. Notice where you feel it in your body. Use your cue
word and notice what happens. Add fast sets of BLS until it becomes neutral
•

•

CravEX – Michael Hase (2008, 2010)
• Targets cravings, loss of control, and relapse (positive and negative aspects)
• Measures LOU
Targeting Positive Affect & Level of Urge to Avoid (LOU-A) – Jim Knipe (2010)
• Targets maladaptive positive (idealized) memory or avoidance
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•

Measures Level of Positive Affect (LOPA) or Level of Urge to Avoid

•
•
•
•

What do you gain from (using)?
What do you lose from (using)?
What is your greatest fear if you (use)?
What is your greatest fear if you don't (use)?

• Choose an avoidance target
• Focus on the desire to avoid and notice any emotions, thoughts, sensations
you’re having
• Notice how strongly you want to avoid on a scale of 0-10
• Add fast sets of BLS, asking What are you noticing now? And How
strong is the avoidance now?
• Contain any emerging traumatic material
• Continue with BLS until urge to avoid = 0
• Do a FT, See yourself doing what you’d like to do instead of avoiding and run
the movie. Add BLS until client can imagine doing the behavior without

•

avoiding.
Payson & Becker’s Unified Protocol approach (2014-19)
* based on the work of Hope Payson & Kate Becker – https://hopepayson.com/
•

•

•

Uses any “doorway” into maladaptive network as the target
• May be traumas, triggers, urges, positive feeling states, euphoric recall, idealized
relationships or behaviors, cognitions, emotions, sensations, relapses, obsessions or
rituals
• Allows more flexible movement between protocols
Where to start in the treatment plan
• Further stabilize client by desensitizing positive feeling states and triggers connected
to addictions
• Increases self-confidence, ego strength, safety and therapeutic rapport
• Target specific trauma with direct connection to addiction
• ACES that push the addiction
• Processing underlying trauma reduces pressure, but only IF the client has
resources to tolerate the processing and stay safe and abstinent
Targeting Maladaptive Positive Affect Protocol
• Choose a maladaptive positive feeling
• Focus on positive emotions, images, thoughts and sensations

• Is there a positive statement that describes what you’re feeling? “I am….”
• How strong is the positive feeling on a scale of 0-10? Focus on those intense
positive sensations and notice.
•

Add fast sets of BLS, returning to target after three sets

• What are you noticing now? How intense does it feel now?
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•

• Continue sets of BLS and checking target until intensity = 0
• Contain any new traumatic material
Level of Urge to Avoid Protocol
• Choose an avoidance target

• Focus on the desire to avoid and notice any emotions, images, thoughts and sensations
you are having.
• Notice how strongly you want to avoid on a scale of 0-10
• Add fast sets of BLS, asking, What are you noticing now? And, How strong is the
avoidance now?

•

• Contain and note any emerging traumatic material
• Continue with fast sets of BLS until urge to avoid is 0
• Do a FT, See yourself doing what you would like to do instead of avoiding.
• Add fast sets of BLS until they can imagine doing the behavior without avoiding.
Common NC/PC – I can’t handle…àI can (learn / find ways to) handle…
• Screw it (I don’t matter)
• I deserve this (I don’t deserve good things)
• I can handle it (I’m powerless, I don’t have control, I can’t let go, I want to be like

“everyone else”)
• It will be different this time (I can have control, otherwise I’m weak)

•

•
•

• Behaviors, cognitions and / or situations that trigger impulsivity
• Barriers to abstinence or acquiring adaptive coping skills
• Memories associated with relapse due to impulsive behaviors
• Negative sense of self due to addiction
Phase 7: Closure
• End all sessions
• Make sure you have enough time to decrease a strong craving
• Contain remaining negative material
• Access resources, rehearsing their use in the time between sessions
EMDR & Eating Disorders – Marnie Davis, https://www.marniedavislmhc.com
Dissociative elements
• Clarify the difference between “black outs” from substance use and “black holes” of
dissociation
• Identify ego states – Part of me wants to get sober and part of me doesn’t
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Anxiety & Phobia
• Not all anxieties are associated with a major trauma
• Phase 2: Preparation considerations

•

•

Psychoeducation concerning physiological symptoms of anxiety

•

Build / enhance client state-change / self-control resources

•

Understand client’s dissociative elements

•

Consider and address issues of secondary gain and second-order conditioning

Phase 1: History
•

Identify the anxiety and the cause or touchstone memory
•

•

Identify client’s desired responses

•

Establish order of three-pronged reprocessing

•
•

Earliest memory of experiencing the fear / anxiety

•

Most disturbing representative experience

•

Most recent example of anxiety producing situation

• Future templates of desired behavioral and emotional responses in similar situations
Consider processing the “fear of the fear (symptoms)” first, using Kiessling’s Wedging
script
Resource positive experiences
Target additional / subsequent disturbances for reprocessing that may have emerged
from in-vivo exposure

Additional notes on phobias
•

•

•

Phase 8: Reevaluation
•
•

•

May use float back

Identify and process
•
•

Antecedent / ancillary events that may be contributory
Specific external stimuli

•

Any physical sensations / stimuli associated with the phobic response

•

Create contract for action

•

Run a mental movie of phobic experiences, reprocessing any disturbance

•

No failure, only feedback if there is residual anxiety. Target and reprocess

•

Ad de Jongh http://www.emdrnorge.com/styled/styled-2/deJong.html

Dissociative elements
•

Difficulty grounding and changing states
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Couples
• EMDR is used to facilitate integration of new behaviors and perspectives within the
relationship
•
•

Follow EMDR standard procedures and protocols (eight phases and three prongs)
unless specific modifications are indicated

Follow accepted interview approaches for working with couples, identifying
•

Treatment goals
•

•

Communication styles

•

Major problem areas
•

•

How they would like to feel, behave and communicate

Previous experiences that contribute to present triggers

Considerations
•

Systemic changes occur as a result

•

Individual processing sessions or joint?
•

Safety in the relationship – emotional and physical

•

Commitment to relationship by both partners

•

Early sexual abuse of a partner
•

•

•

Would the partner be a supportive witness-bearer or disinterested / use session
material as a weapon against the survivor?

Refer one or work individually with both?
•

Systemic approach

•

Safety and trust

Dissociative elements
•

AIP – present “issues” or situations activate maladaptive memory networks
•

Childlike behaviors, thoughts, language (ego states)

•

“I don’t want to talk about it” – Gottman’s “stonewalling”
•

Over accessing results in under accessing / shutting down
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Illness & Somatic Disorders
• May be caused by chronic illness or catastrophic illness
• Psychological disorders, e.g., ADHD, schizophrenia, bipolar disorder
• Physical conditions, e.g., cancer, Crohn’s, Parkinson’s, autoimmune disorders
• Chronic pain & phantom limb pain
• Manifestations may be psychological and/or physical
• Consider any secondary gains that might potentially block / hinder adaptive processing
• Follow EMDR standard procedures and protocols to process experiential contributors
• Enhanced / extended resourcing
• Three-pronged targeting
• Typically, devise an action plan to address current needs first, then address
psychological needs
• Exception – primary intrusions must be addressed (“mud on the windshield”)
can block creation of adaptive action plan
• Personal or physical constraints
• Relevant memories
• e.g., medical experiences – procedures and interactions with personnel
• Present situations, e.g., feeling helpless and hopeless
• Social issues
• Fears regarding the future
• EMDR will not eliminate fears / anxieties that should be addressed with
psychoeducation or action
• Reprocess all identified targets
• The incident or learning of the diagnosis
• The aftermath
• The consequences of the incident or diagnosis
• Useful to employ imagery and visualization as targets
• Psychoeducation
• Run movie of the next 1-5 years
• Guided imagery, e.g., Simonton method
• For future template work, identify fitting positive cognition, linking it with the image
• “It’s not what happens to you but how you deal with it that matters.” Ronald A Martinez
• Emphasis is on improving the client’s quality of life
• Process any negative emotions associated with client’s desire to live (or die)
• Consider processing family members empowering them to provide optimum support
• If not possible, process with client to accept reality of family as they are
• Dissociative elements
• Difficulty grounding
• Hyper-focus on physical symptoms
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Grief & Mourning
• Grief is a natural emotional, behavioral, social, and physical reaction / response to loss
• Loss isn’t limited to death e.g., relationships, jobs, opportunities
• It’s the beginning part of mourning
• Follows a common pattern of emotion, e.g., shock, confusion, denial, anger, sadness,
rage, depression, isolation
• The brain’s way of dealing with a fact it can’t completely comprehend in the moment
• Worse if death was sudden or unexpected
• Mourning is the process of adapting to the changes created by the loss
• EMDR does not exclude experiencing appropriate, healthy emotions
• EMDR does not take away the normative pain of loss. It takes the knife out of the
client’s heart
• By processing any obstacles to healthy grief and mourning, EMDR allows the client to
experience a greater sense of inner peace and acceptance
• Allows the client to access positive memory networks
• Follow EMDR standard procedures and protocols to process experiential contributors
• Actual events
• Intrusive images
• Nightmares
• Present triggers
• Issues of guilt and personal responsibility, and mortality
• Safety and control issues
• Change in role or identity due to loss
• Other losses
• Future targets
• Firsts and anniversary dates
• Future life experiences without…
• Fantasies of what might have been
• Potential blocks to processing
• What is the client willing to let go of or what does s/he want to hold on to?
• What is s/he afraid of? (e.g., losing memory of dead or dishonoring by letting go of pain
of loss)
• Unspoken words
• Unprocessed feeder memories of other losses
• Dissociative elements
• Difficulty grounding, lack of awareness of surroundings, people and events
• Outside the window of affective tolerance
• Hyper-focus on loss
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Complex PTSD, DESNOS (Disorders of Extreme Stress) (DDNOS & DID)
• Alterations in
•

Regulation of affective impulses, including difficulty with modulation of anger and being
self-destructive
•

•

Attention and consciousness, leading to amnesias and dissociative and depersonalization
episodes
•

•

Attributing total power to the perpetrator or preoccupied with revenge

Relationships with others
•

•

Helplessness, shame, guilt, stigma, feeling completely different from others

Distorted perceptions of the perpetrator
•

•

Forgetting / reliving traumatic events, feeling detached from body

Self-perception, such as a chronic sense of guilt and responsibility, and chronically
feeling ashamed
•

•

Persistent sadness, suicidal thoughts, explosive / inhibited anger

Inability to be intimate, isolation, distrust, or repeated search for a rescuer

Systems of meaning (loss of meaning or distorted beliefs)
•

Loss of faith or sense of hopelessness and despair

•

Somatization of the problem, feeling symptoms on a somatic level when medical
explanations can’t be found

•

Examples of client experiences

•

•

Sexual abuse survivors

•

Prisoners of war

•

Victims of sex trafficking

•

Long-term domestic violence

•

Long-term child abuse (physical and/or sexual)

•

Prisoners of criminal justice system

Special considerations
•

Important to have adequate state-change mechanisms and adequate resources in place
before initiating processing

•

May need to titrate history-taking due to complexity of trauma and/or inadequate
resources

•

May need to use Recent Event and / or EMD approach to processing

•

Will likely require additional processing in future related to life changes
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Structural Dissociation Theory
•

The Haunted Self (Nijenhuis, van der Hart & Steele, 2004)
Personality before trauma, “action systems” of defense
and daily living are fluid and co-consciousness of
internal conflict

Trauma splits
personality into

“Apparently Normal Part”
does daily living and is
motivated to appear
normal. It is phobic of EP
•

•

•

“Emotional Parts” hold
sensory perceptions of
trauma as if it were
currently happening

Apparently Normal Personality (ANP)
• A person may have one or more
• This part is generally high functioning and present oriented
Emotional Parts (EPs)
• Contain emotions, cognitions, body sensations and behaviors from the time of the
experience
• Are often temporally locked in the past, including age wise
• Take on specific roles or “jobs”
Adaptive therapeutic tool
• Conference Room / Dissociative Table / Gathering Place
• Helps client develop awareness of different ego states / parts and the functions
• George Fraser (1991)
• Kathy Martin (http://kmccs.com)
• Used to create and enhance resources for parts
• Facilitates internal teamwork by understanding of roles of the parts
• Each part exists for the greater good of the system
• Facilitate communication and compassion
• Grounding in present time orientation
• Arousal reduction
• Allows linkage of adaptive information
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Military & First Responders
• Normal reactions to abnormal events
•

Constant danger becomes dysfunctionally stored

•

Earlier childhood events may form the foundation of maladaptive memory networks

•

Follow EMDR standard procedures and protocols (eight phases and three prongs) unless
specific modifications are indicated

•

Some additional processing issues

•

•

Culture of the profession, e.g., self-sacrifice

•

Perception that emotion is a sign of weakness

•

Maladaptive self-soothing behaviors, e.g., substance use/abuse, addictive behaviors

•

Survivor guilt

•

Avoidance

•

Anger / explosiveness

•

Classified experiences

•

Secondary gain, e.g., disability compensation, legal issues, redeployment

•

Anniversary dates

•

Transitions

•

Sexual assault on-the-job

•

LGBT and race

•

Couple / family struggles

•

Time limits on treatment

Processing considerations
•

May be triggered by the idea of relaxing state change exercises in Phase 2
•

Psychoeducation, e.g., stress reduction, affect tolerance, role of emotional numbing

•

Important to have a variety of state change tools in place

•

Client may under-report SUD due to emotional numbing

•

Don’t have to report details, brain is doing the processing

•

Remind client of stop signal
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•

EMD, Recent Event, or Inverted protocol (future, present, past) may be helpful
•

Reduces the possibility of over-accessing

•

Gives client a sense of control over the process

•

Remind client that emotional and physiological disturbances are the result of the
brain processing the memory
•

Your brain is doing what it needs to do to get rid of the disturbance. You are here
with me and the only place this (the memory) is actually happening is in your
brain. Allow it to do its job. Once it’s been able to process all the ick, it will have
much better access to the positive things again.

•

May need to remind client s/he can access resources to remain in the affective
window of tolerance so s/he can continue to process

•

Remind client of importance of using stop signal if s/he needs it

•

If needed, return to target more frequently and use shorter sets to limit potential of
associative links flooding the client

•

Possible cognitive interweaves

•

•

How does holding on to all of this help you/ him / her / them now?

•

If the roles were reversed and it had been you who died (was injured), what would you
think about your brother / sister / partner? What would you want him / her to
know?

•

What do you want to say to him / her that you haven’t been /weren’t able to say?
Say it now. Have the conversation.

•

You’re home. It’s over. You’re safe now.

•

What can you do now to make things better – to make amends?

Body Scan may activate unprocessed memory elements
•

Make sure there’s enough time to stabilize if that were to happen

•

Check for any discomfort the client may “live with,” e.g., headaches or physical pain
due to injury
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Getting Started
The EMDR approach has the potential to be the means to powerful healing for your clients. It is
important that you use it as soon as practically possible to facilitate mastery. Let’s look at how to
go about that.
•

Begin with existing clients with whom you have an excellent therapeutic relationship

•

Use AIP as your lens for conceptualizing the case beginning with the initial contact

•

Listen for the client’s negative and positive cognitions as you explore initial history

•

Get comfortable presenting the concept of EMDR and using it in the client’s therapy

•

Use the “positive” experiences of Container and Happy Place (or any other resources
that are appropriate) to introduce the client to the effects of bilateral stimulation

•

Once state-change resources are in place, it is safe to obtain more in-depth history

•

Collaboratively create treatment plan, including the targets and order of processing
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Wrap-up
Professional, legal ethical issues
• General principles and issues for excellence in practice

•

•

Fidelity to the model

•

Advanced training in EMDR

•

Consultation and no-fee study groups

EMDRIA – www.emdria.org
•

Professional association

•

Membership directory

•

Annual conference and specialty workshops

•

Journal of EMDR Practice and Research and newsletter

•

Special interest internet discussion groups (SIGs)

•

Regional network meetings

•

Standards and training

•

Francine Shapiro Library – emdria.omeka.net

•

EMDR Research Foundation

•

Certification requiring consultation BEYOND Basic Training consultation

•

Scope of practice – within competency level and licensure

•

Standards of practice for profession
•

You may ethically market yourself as trained in EMDR or any version of that
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Consultation for Completion of Basic Training
• For virtual trainings, EMDRIA requires completion of the 10 hours of consultation within
nine months of the first day of training.
• For in-person trainings, EMDRIA requires completion of the 10 hours of consultation
within two years from the first day of training.
• 10 hours of group consultation are required for completion of the basic training are included
in the course fee
• Group format requires 15 minutes per participant, e.g., 4 people/hr, 6/1.5hr, 8/2 hr
• Individual consultation is available for an additional fee
• You will receive an invitation to sign up on a Doodle calendar for consultation. This
calendar generally shows options for one month at a time.
• Conference call number is (712) 775-7035 & the participant access code is 830097#
• 24 hour cancellation policy for scheduled consultations – please note it on Doodle
• No shows will be deducted from your pre-paid consultation, requiring you to pay for
make-up time out-of-pocket
• No Certificates of Completion will be issued until all outstanding balances have been
paid
• Consultation hours are intended to enhance the trainee’s understanding and application of
EMDR
• Consultation addresses, but is not limited to, the following content
• Use of EMDR within a structured treatment plan
• Application of the standard EMDR procedural steps
• Case conceptualization, treatment planning and target selection
• Client readiness including inclusion, exclusion and cautionary criteria for EMDR
reprocessing
• Client safety and effective outcomes using the standard EMDR procedural steps
• Integration of EMDR into their existing clinical setting or in an alternate clinical setting
• Specific application of skills
• Consultation is about real cases, not experiences that occur in practicum
• Intended to assist the clinician in developing and creatively integrating EMDR therapy skills
into their other skills in a way that amplifies clinical effectiveness and efficiency
• Certificate of Completion does NOT mean you are certified in EMDR
• Consultation and basic training must be completed within two years of initial training date.
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Certification
• Once you have received a Certificate of Completion of Basic Training, you may begin the
certification process
• http://www.emdria.org/?page=21
• Requirements
• 20 hours of consultation, 10 of which MUST have individual focus
• Notarized documentation of 50 hours of EMDR treatment with 25 clients
• Letter of recommendation from your Approved Consultant(s)
• Two letters of recommendation from peers regarding use of EMDR, ethics in practice,
and professional character
• Certificates of completion of 12 EMDRIA continuing education credits
• Renewable every two years
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CONSULTATION SIGN-OFF SHEET
EMDR TRAINING LOCATION: _______________________________________________
PARTICIPANT’S NAME: _____________________________________________________
PROFESSION: _____________________LICENSE #__________________ STATE:_____
EMAIL: ___________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS: _________________________________________________________________
CITY: _____________________________________STATE: ______ ZIP: ______________
PHONE: ______/__________/_____________
Date

Length

Coach’s Signature/initials

1) ______/______/______

______

_________________________________

2) ______/______/______

______

_________________________________

3) ______/______/______

______

_________________________________

4) ______/______/______

______

_________________________________

5) ______/______/______

______

_________________________________

6) ______/______/______

______

_________________________________

7) ______/______/______

______

_________________________________

8) ______/______/______

______

_________________________________

9) ______/______/______

______

_________________________________

10) _____/______/______

______

_________________________________

Return to:
Choices Unlimited, Inc
366 E Graves Ave, Suite D
Orange City, FL 32763-5922
Fax 386-822-5696
lruf@me.com
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Appendix A
The Brain
• Brain stem – controls behavioral, autonomic, and neuro-hormonal response systems
• Thalamus – gathers sensory information: sight,
sound, touch (smell goes directly to the cortex) –
and relays it to the amygdala
• Amygdala – interprets and assigns emotional
context, “the smoke detector of the brain” then
passes information on to the hippocampus
• Hippocampus – organizes the past and updates with
the present (cognitive mapping)
• Prefrontal cortex – autobiographical memory, selfawareness, response flexibility, and regulation of
emotions

Right Brain
• Implicit memory – knowing
• Unconscious / emotional / somatic /
automatic
• Sends and receives nonverbal
communications beginning at birth
• Processes intense and raw emotions
• Awareness, regulation, and integrated map of
the body
• Social cognition, understanding of others

Left Brain
• Explicit memory – knowing what
• Conscious / autobiographical recall
• Reasoning / “right vs. wrong” thinking
• Cause-and-effect logic
• Linguistic analysis – words to define experience
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Diagram based on Squire and Zola (1996)
Neurobiology of Memory

Limbic System = Cingulate gyrus, Corpus callosum, Thalamus,
Hypothalamic nuclei, Amygdala, Hippocampus
1. Senses enter Thalamus
Cingulate gyrus

3b. Limbic
System emotions
fight/flight/
freeze/faint

Corpus callosum

4. Prefrontal cortex
integrates/plans

Olfactory bulb

2. Amygdala assigns emotion

3a. Hippocampus organizes
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Brain’s Response to Acute Stress / Trauma
• The brain’s hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) system activates in response to a stressor,
resulting in
• Release of glucocorticoids including cortisol
• Release of catecholamines: dopamine, norepinephrine, and epinephrine
• Activation of the amygdala, triggering an emotional response (fear)
• Suppression of prefrontal cortex activity affecting short-term memory, concentration,
inhibition, and rational thought
• Neurotransmitters signal hippocampus to store emotionally loaded experience in longterm memory
• Release of Neuropeptide S, decreasing sleep and increasing alertness and anxiety
• Increased cortisol level negatively impacts the hippocampus
• High stress means memories are not being organized correctly / adaptively
• Frontal lobes shut down when recalling a traumatic event resulting in
• Being overwhelmed by impulses or feelings
• Action
• Activity increases in limbic system and amygdala (emotional memory center)
• Brainstem reacts to limbic system’s “fire alarm”
• Heart rate increases
• Breathing changes – stops or hyperventilate
• Muscles tense resulting in “flight / fight / freeze / faint”
Body’s Response to Trauma
Polyvagal Theory – Porges
• Event triggers a reaction. If you don’t feel safe, you revert to the second, then the third
• 1st reaction – when something feels safe encourages social engagement
• 2nd reaction – feels like moderate to extreme danger and triggers sympathetic nervous
system to fight or flight
• 3rd reaction – most primitive feels life threatening and triggers freeze or faint
Gut-Brain Axis
• Involves biochemical signals between the nervous system and gastrointestinal tract
• 70-90% of immune cells are found in the gut
• Need a healthy gut for neurotransmitter production
• Uses more than 30 neurotransmitters
• 90% serotonin
• 50% dopamine
• Often involves helpful intestinal microflora (i.e., Lactobacillus and Bifidobacteria) that can
counteract
• Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), Colitis & Colon cancer
• Obesity
• Allergies
• Depression
Gut-Brain Axis, cont’d
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CNS = Central Nervous System
ENS = Enteric Nervous System /
Intrinsic Nervous System / GutBrain Axis

Biological Effects of Stress and Trauma
The long-term activation of the stress-response system puts you at increased risk of numerous
health problems, including
• Anxiety
• Depression
• Digestive problems
• Heart disease
• Sleep problems
• Weight gain
• Memory and concentration impairment
Epigenetics
• Epigenetics is the genetic study of physiological variations that are caused by external or
environmental factors
•

In developmental psychology it is used to describe “nature vs. nurture”

•

It is used to explain “transgenerational transmission” of characteristics
• Epigenetic changes caused by external triggers can be transferred to next generation
•

Implications in schizophrenia, Alzheimer’s, and autism spectrum disorders (ASD),
depression, drug addiction and anorexia

•
•

These disorders are multifactorial, are episodic and can spontaneously remit
Drugs such as valproate show potential success in epigenetic modifying properties for
use in treatment of bipolar disorder and neurodegenerative diseases such as MS and
Parkinson’s
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Appendix B
EMDRIA’s Definition of EMDR
Effective 9/2019
1.0A. Purpose of Definition – This definition serves as the foundation for policy development and
implementation of EMDR International Association’s programs in the service of its mission. This
definition is intended to support consistency in EMDR training, standards, credentialing, continuing
education, and clinical application, while fostering the further evolution of EMDR through a
judicious balance of innovation and research. This definition also provides a clear and common
frame of reference for EMDR clinicians, consumers, researchers, the media and the general public.
1.0B. Definition – EMDR is an evidence-based, clinician led, psychotherapy for Posttraumatic
Stress Disorder (PTSD). In addition, successful outcomes are well-documented in the literature for
EMDR treatment of other psychiatric disorders, mental health problems, and somatic symptoms.
The model on which EMDR is based, Adaptive Information Processing (AIP), posits that much of
psychopathology is due to the maladaptive encoding of and/or incomplete processing of traumatic
or disturbing adverse life experiences. This impairs the client’s ability to integrate these experiences
in an adaptive manner. The eight-phase, three-pronged process of EMDR facilitates the resumption
of normal information processing and integration. This treatment approach, which targets past
experience, current triggers, and future potential challenges, results in the alleviation of presenting
symptoms, a decrease or elimination of distress from the disturbing memory, improved view of the
self, relief from bodily disturbance, and resolution of present and future anticipated triggers. EMDR
therapy is a therapeutic intervention that must be administered by an EMDR trained clinician or
those who are currently participating in an EMDR International Association Approved training.
BI. Foundational Sources and Principles for Evolution – Shapiro’s (2001) Adaptive
Information Processing model, guides clinical practice, explains EMDR’s effects, and provides
a common platform for theoretical discussion. The AIP model provides the framework through
which the eight phases and three prongs (past, present, and future) of EMDR are understood
and implemented. The evolution and elucidation of both mechanisms and models are ongoing
through research and theory development.
BII. Aim of EMDR – In the broadest sense, EMDR is an integrative psychotherapy approach
intended to treat psychological disorders, to alleviate human suffering and to assist individuals
to fulfill their potential for development, while minimizing risks of harm in its application. For
the client, EMDR treatment aims to achieve comprehensive treatment safely, effectively and
efficiently, while maintaining client stability.
BIII. Framework – Through EMDR, resolution of traumatic and disturbing adverse life
experiences is accomplished with a unique standardized set of procedures and clinical protocols
which incorporates dual focus of attention and alternating bilateral visual, auditory and/or
tactile stimulation. This process activates the components of the memory of disturbing life
events and facilitates the resumption of adaptive information processing and integration. The
following are some of the AIP tenets which guide the application of EMDR, i.e., planning
treatment and achieving outcomes:
BIIIa. Adverse life experiences can generate effects similar to those of traumatic events
recognized by the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (APA, 2000)
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for the diagnosis of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and trigger or exacerbate a wide
range of mental, emotional, somatic, and behavioral disorders. Under optimal conditions,
new experiences tend to be assimilated by an information processing system that facilitates
their linkage with already existing memory networks associated with similarly categorized
experiences. The linkage of these memory networks tends to create a knowledge base
regarding such phenomena as perceptions, attitudes, emotions, sensations and action
tendencies.
BIIIb. Traumatic events and/or disturbing adverse life experiences can be encoded
maladaptively in memory resulting in inadequate or impaired linkage with memory networks
containing more adaptive information. Pathology is thought to result when adaptive
information processing is impaired by these experiences which are inadequately processed.
Information is maladaptively encoded and linked dysfunctionally within emotional,
cognitive, somatosensory, and temporal systems. Memories thereby become susceptible to
dysfunctional recall with respect to time, place, and context and may be experienced in
fragmented form. Accordingly, new information, positive experiences and affects are unable
to functionally connect with the disturbing memory. This impairment in linkage and the
resultant inadequate integration contribute to a continuation of symptoms.
BIV. EMDR Psychotherapy Guidelines: EMDR procedures facilitate the effective
reprocessing of traumatic events or adverse life experiences and associated beliefs, to an
adaptive resolution. Specific procedural steps are used to access and reprocess information
which incorporates alternating bilateral visual, auditory, or tactile stimulation. These welldefined treatment procedures and protocols facilitate information reprocessing. EMDR utilizes
an 8-phase, 3-pronged, approach to treatment that optimizes sufficient client stabilization
before, during, and after the reprocessing of distressing and traumatic memories and associated
stimuli. The intent of the EMDR approach to psychotherapy is to facilitate the client’s innate
ability to heal. Therefore, during memory
reprocessing, therapist intervention is kept to the minimum necessary for the continuity of
information reprocessing.
BIVa. Based on available relevant research, treatment fidelity to the 8 phases (Shapiro, 2001)
produces the best results. However, in certain situations and for some populations, the
following procedures may be implemented in more than one way as long as the broad goals
of each phase are achieved.
BIVai. In the Client History Phase (Phase 1), the clinician begins the process of
treatment planning using the concept of incomplete processing and integration of memories
of adverse life experiences. The clinician identifies as complete a clinical picture as is prudent
before offering EMDR reprocessing. The clinician determines the suitability of EMDR
therapy for the client and for the presenting problem and determines whether the timing is
appropriate. Based on the presenting issue, the clinician explores targets for future EMDR
reprocessing from negative events in the client’s life. The clinician prepares a treatment plan
with attention to past and present experiences, and future clinical issues. It is also important
to identify positive or adaptive aspects of the client’s personality and life experience. The
clinician may need to postpone completing a detailed trauma history when working with a
client with a complex trauma history until the client has developed adequate affect regulation
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skills and resources to remain stable. The clinician may
need to address any secondary gain issues that might prevent positive treatment effects.
BIVaii. In the Preparation Phase (Phase 2), the clinician discusses the therapeutic
framework of EMDR with the client and gives sufficient information so the client can give
informed consent. The therapist prepares the client for EMDR reprocessing by establishing
a relationship sufficient to give the client a sense of safety and foster the client’s ability to tell
the therapist what s/he is experiencing throughout the reprocessing. The client develops
mastery of skills in self-soothing and in affect regulation as appropriate to facilitate dual
awareness during the reprocessing sessions and to maintain stability between sessions. Some
clients may require a lengthy preparation phase for adequate stabilization and development
of adaptive resources prior to dealing directly with the disturbing memories. It may be
important, especially for those clients with complex trauma, to enhance the ability of the
individual to experience positive affect through promoting the development and expansion
of positive and adaptive memory networks, thus expanding the window of affect tolerance,
and stimulating the development of the capacity for relationship.
BIVaiii. In the Assessment Phase (Phase 3) the clinician identifies the components of the
target/issue and establishes a baseline response. Once the memory or issue (with a specific
representative experience) has been identified, the clinician asks the client to select the image
or other sensory experience that best represents it. The clinician then asks for a negative
belief that expresses the client’s currently held maladaptive self-assessment that is related to
the experience, a positive belief to begin to stimulate a connection between the experience as
it is currently held with the adaptive memory network(s) and the validity of the positive
belief, utilizing the 7 point Validity of Cognition (VOC) scale. Finally, the clinician asks the
client to name the emotions evoked when pairing the image or other sensory experience and
the negative belief, to rate the level of disturbance utilizing the 0 to 10 Subjective Units of
Disturbance (SUD) scale and to identify the location of the physical sensations in the body
that are stimulated when concentrating on the experience.
BIVaiv. During the Desensitization Phase (Phase 4) the memory is activated and the
clinician asks the client to notice his/her experiences while the clinician provides alternating
bilateral stimulation. The client then reports these observations. These may include new
insights, associations, information, and emotional, sensory, somatic or behavioral shifts. The
clinician uses specific procedures and interweaves if processing is blocked. The
desensitization process continues until the SUD level is reduced to 0 (or an ecologically valid
rating). It is important during this phase to assist the individual in maintaining an appropriate
level of arousal and affect tolerance.
BIVav. In the Installation Phase (Phase 5), the therapist first asks the client to check for a
potential new positive belief related to the target memory. The client selects a new belief or
the previously established positive cognition. The clinician asks him/her to hold this in
mind, along with the target memory, and to rate the selected positive belief on the VOC
scale of 1 to 7. The therapist then continues alternating bilateral stimulation until the client’s
rating of the positive belief reaches the level of 7 (or an ecologically valid rating) on the VOC
Scale.
BIVavi. In the Body Scan Phase (Phase 6), the therapist asks the client to hold in mind
both the target event and the positive belief and to mentally scan the body. The therapist
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asks the client to identify any positive or negative bodily sensations. The therapist continues
bilateral stimulation when these bodily sensations are present until the client reports only
neutral or positive sensations.
BIVavii. The Closure Phase (Phase 7) occurs at the end of any session in which
unprocessed, disturbing material has been activated whether the target has been fully
reprocessed or not. The therapist may use a variety of techniques to orient the client fully to
the present and facilitate client stability at the completion of the session and between
sessions. The therapist informs the client that processing may continue after the session,
provides instructions for maintaining stability, and asks the client to observe and log
significant observations or new symptoms.
BIVaviii. In the Reevaluation Phase (Phase 8), the clinician, utilizing the EMDR standard
three-pronged protocol, assesses the effects of previous reprocessing of targets looking for
and targeting residual disturbance, new material which may have emerged, current triggers,
anticipated future challenges, and systemic issues. If any residual or new targets are present,
these are targeted and Phases 3-8 are repeated.
BV. Innovation, Flexibility and Clinical Judgment as Applied to Particular Clients or
Special Populations
BVa. To achieve comprehensive treatment effects a three-pronged basic treatment protocol
is generally used so that past events are reprocessed, present triggers desensitized, and future
adaptive outcomes explored for related challenges. The timing of addressing all three prongs
is determined by client stability, readiness and situation. There may be situations where the
order may be altered or prongs may be omitted, based on the clinical picture and the
clinician’s judgment.
BVb. As a psychotherapy, EMDR unfolds according to the needs, resources, diagnosis, and
development of the individual client in the context of the therapeutic relationship.
Therefore, the clinician, using clinical judgment, emphasizes elements differently depending
on the unique needs of the particular client or the special population. EMDR treatment is
not
completed in any particular number of sessions. It is central to EMDR that positive results
from its application derive from the interaction among the clinician, the therapeutic
approach, and the client.
American Psychiatric Association (2000), Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
Fourth Edition, Washington DC.
Shapiro, F. (2001). Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing, 2nd edition, N.Y.: The Guilford Press.
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Appendix C
Directions for Use of Container and Happy Place
These are two affect management tools that can be very useful for clients to have and a great way to
introduce them to the power of bilateral stimulation (BLS).
Before the client gets too far into history, make sure s/he has an experiential understanding of the
effects of BLS. This is a script you may choose to use…

Before we go any farther into your history, I’m going to help you create a couple of useful tools or
resources that I call a Happy Place and a Container. I like to do this with all my clients for three
reasons:
1) it’s a nice way to learn how your brain is going to respond to a bilateral signal — something that
goes back and forth, side to side; [you can go into listing the various ways you can do that — fingers,
lights, music, beeps, buzzies, taps, balls, etc]

2) it will give you a way to handle the bothersome things that can happen in the outside world so they
don’t add more yuck to your pile; and
3) if something gets too big while we’re processing yucky stuff in here, you can say “Time out!” and
use these tools to help you. Are you game?
First, we create the Container. That way, we can put the yuck away first and don’t have to be as
concerned that it will contaminate the creation of the Happy Place. Once the Container is in place, we
create the Happy Place.
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Constructing A Container (adapted from Landry Wildwind)

I’d like you to develop a container that will help you manage some of the icky feelings and memories
you may have. There are three characteristics that can be useful: 1) the container should be big enough
on the inside and strong enough to hold whatever you put into it; 2) it should also have a way for you
to send things into it and take things out without any of the other ick or yuck that is already inside
escaping; and 3) the inside of the container should be comfortable enough that whatever you put into it
will be willing to stay until you are ready to work with it.”
Activate the sensory elements with a description: Take a moment to think about what
your container will look like. [pause] There is no right answer. [pause] What do you get?
___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
Emotions and Sensations: Imagine how it would feel if you knew your container could hold
your troublesome feelings and memories. [slow, short (4-8) round trips of BLS = set]

___________________________________________________________________
Enhancing: Focus on your container and those good feelings. [slow, short BLS] What do you notice
now? [repeat and enhance if positive]
____________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
Cue Word: What do you want to call your container? _____________________________

Think of that word and the good things you’re feeling and follow my fingers. [slow, short BLS]
Putting problems away: Now I want you to send all the bothersome, icky, yucky things into the
container. I don’t want you to list them, count them, or think of them, I just want you to put it all in
there like you put dirty clothes in the laundry (or toys in your toy box). [pause] What does that feel
like knowing it’s all in there and you don’t have to carry it around with you?
____________________________________________________________________________

[if positive, slow, short BLS to enhance]
Test it: Now I want you to take one little thing out [1-2 on the SUD scale] and notice what that

feels like. [pause] Now put it back in your container and notice what that feels like. [if positive,
slow, short BLS to enhance]. Want to try it again, or do you have the hang of it?
____________________________________________________________________________

Now, we will create a Happy Place you can go to in your head where you feel calm, relaxed, peaceful,
protected, safe, secure, or whatever works for you [use any descriptor that is appropriate for your
client], someplace you can feel ‘aaahhh’. Once you’ve done that, I’ll teach you how to put them
together.
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Developing and Enhancing a Happy / Calm / Safe / Special / Secure Place

There are three guidelines: 1) I prefer it be somewhere in nature, because nature has a grounding
effect; 2) There are no other people or pets there because there’s never been a relationship that hasn’t
had some yuck associated with it at some point; and 3) It is imaginal — the absolute perfect place for
you. What image represents your place? Tell me about it.”
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Emotions and Sensations: As you think of that happy place, what emotions are you feeling?

What sensations are you noticing in your body?

___________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
Enhancement: Focus on your happy place — its sights, sounds, smells, and the good feelings. Tell

me more about what you are experiencing.

___________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
BLS: Bring up the image of this place. Focus on where you feel the good things in your body and let
yourself enjoy them. Focus on that and follow my fingers. [slow, short (4-8) round trips of BLS = set]

What are you noticing now?

___________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
If positive: Focus on that. [slow, short BLS] What are you noticing now?

_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
If the positive experience continues to expand, time permitting, you may choose to repeat the
above to enhance and strengthen the adaptive network you are creating, particularly in clients
who are poorly resourced
If negative: Redirect to identify another calm place or consider some other self-soothing
strategy such as a container, mindfulness, or a breathing exercise. Ask the client to put any yuck
into their container
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Cue Word: What would you like to call your special place?________________________
Think of [repeat the cue word] and notice the good things you feel you when you think of it.
Concentrate on those feelings and [the word/phrase] ______________________ and follow the
BLS [slow, short BLS].

What are you feeling /noticing now?
________________________________________________________________
Self-Cuing: Now I’d like you to say that word ____________________________ and

notice how you feel.___________________________________________________
Cuing with Disturbance: Now imagine a minor annoyance [SUD 1-2] and notice how you feel.
Bring up [the cue word] and notice what happens. What did you notice? ________________
________________________________________________________________
Self-Cuing with Disturbance: I’d like you to think of another mildly annoying incident [SUD
2-3], notice how you feel, then bring up [cue word] by yourself, especially noticing your body when you

focus on your cue word. __________________________________________________
Next, we put them together. Now, I’m going to teach you how to use these together, for an even more
powerful effect. First, I want you to take a little something out of your container, just a minor
annoyance, like a 1 or a 2 and notice what that feels like to have it out. [sometimes you will need to
give them an example] [pause for the response – this is an excellent opportunity to begin to teach
them body awareness if they have used dissociation as a dysfunctional coping tool]

Now, send it back into your container and notice what THAT feels like. [Pause for response]
If positive: you may choose to resource it with a slow, short set of BLS – 4-8 round trips

Now, take yourself to your Happy Place [or the name they gave it] and notice what THAT feels
like. [Pause for response.] _______________________________________
If positive: you may choose to resource it with slow, short set of BLS

Would you like to practice it again before we apply it? [If yes, repeat, if no, move to Rescript &
Rehearse]

Rescript: Now that you have these helpful tools, let’s apply them to your life. Think of a time in
the last week or two where it would have been helpful to have them. [pause] Now I want you to run a
movie and see yourself using your Container and Happy Place. [Pause for response]
If positive: you may choose to resource it with slow, short set of BLS

Would you like to do it again with another one? [Pause for response.] If “yes,” repeat
If positive: you may choose to resource it with slow, short set of BLS. If “no,” move on
to Rehearse
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Rehearse: Now you have the tools and know how to use them. Let’s rehearse how you will use

them in the future. Imagine a time or situation in the next week where it would be helpful to use
them. [Pause for response] Run the movie and see yourself using them and let me know what you
think. [Pause for response]
If positive: you may choose to resource it with slow, short set of BLS

Would you like to do it again with another one? [Pause for response] If “yes,” repeat
If positive: you may choose to resource it with slow short set of BLS
If “no,” move on to Practice
Practice: You’ve done a great job with this. We know that ‘practice makes perfect,’ so I’d like for

you to practice using your Container and Happy Place several times a day, whether you need them or
not, so that when you do, it will be much easier than if you only use them in here. When you come
back, we’ll check and see how it went. Sometimes they will work — great! Sometimes they might not
work — if they don’t, we’ll figure out what could have and create THAT tool to add to your tool
box. Sometimes, you’ll forget to use them — that’s why I want you to practice using them when you
don’t need to, so you won’t be as likely to forget. Okay? Any questions?
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Resource Enhancement
(adapted from R. Kiessling’s Extended Resourcing and Korn & Leeds, Resource Development Installation
[RDI], 2001)

Before we get into your history, I’d like to help you identify and expand a resource that you can use
to help you process what you’ll be working on. As you think about processing this weekend, what
skill or resource would help you do that more effectively? It might be a feeling or experience, like
confidence, courage, or determination. It might be a positive role model, a super hero, a totem animal
or spirit guide like an angel. It could even be an adaptive behavior…What would it be?
__________________________________________________________________
What would it feel like? __________________________________________________
Experience of the resource: Can you remember a time when you’ve felt that way?
____________________________________________________________________________

Image: What image represents the experience?
____________________________________________________________________________

Emotions and Sensations: As you think [name the resource], notice what you see and hear, …

the emotions are you feeling, … and the sensations are you noticing in your body and tell me about
them._______________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Enhancement: Focus on the positive experience — the sights, sounds, smells, and good feelings

that come with it. Notice what you are feeling in your body … Intensify it, magnify it, get as
connected with it as you can. What are you noticing now?
_______________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
BLS: Bring up the image of [name the resource]. Focus on where you feel the good things in your body

and let yourself enjoy them. Focus on that and follow my fingers. [slow, short (4-8) round trips of BLS =
set] What are you noticing now?
_________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
If positive: Focus on that. [set of resourcing BLS] What are you noticing now?

____________________________________________________________________________
If the positive experience continues to expand, time permitting, you may choose to repeat the above
to enhance and strengthen the adaptive network you are creating, particularly in clients who are
poorly resourced
If negative: Redirect to identify another experience associated with the resource, consider some
other resource strategy such as a container, mindfulness, or a breathing exercise. Ask the client to
put any yuck into their container
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Cue Word: What word or phrase best represents [name the resource]?_________________

______________________ Think of [repeat the cue word] and notice the good things you
feel you when you think of it. Concentrate on those feelings and [the word/phrase]
____________________________________ and follow the BLS [resourcing BLS].
What are you feeling /noticing now? __________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
[Use sets of resourcing BLS as long as the positive is strengthening].

________________________________________________________________
Self-Cuing: Now I’d like you to say that word ____________________________ and

notice how you feel.
__________________________________________________________________
Cuing with Disturbance: Now imagine the challenge you might experience during processing and
notice how you feel. Bring up [the cue word] and notice what happens. What did you notice?

__________________________________________________________________
Self-Cuing with Disturbance: Imagine that processing challenge again, notice how you feel, then

bring up [cue word] by yourself, especially noticing your body when you focus on your cue word.
______________________________________________________________________

Rehearse: Now you have a tool to help you continue to process if things get tough. Let’s rehearse

how you will use it in session. Imagine getting to a tough point in processing where it would be helpful
to use [name the resource]. Run the movie and see yourself using [name the resource] and let me
know what you think. [Pause for response]
If positive: you may choose to resource it with slow, short set of BLS
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Circle of Support / Resources
(adapted from the work of many different clinicians, e.g., Leeds & Korn, Werk, Parnell, Manfield)

•
•
•
•
•

This can be used to resource any feeling, resource, or skill the client would like to strengthen
Have the client identify a feeling / resource / skill
Access a number of times the client experienced the identified feeling / resource / skill
Activate and enhance the feelings and sensations associated with the feeling / resource /
skill
May draw it on paper with the client at the center, and experiences of the resource
surrounding her / him

Now I’d like to help you create a resource that you can have with you all the time, one that lifts you
up when you are having a rough time and need support. I’d like you to think of people in your life
who have been supportive of you – times when you’ve felt loved and supported. [expand on this if you
wish] Let’s make a list of a few of them.
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
•

•
•
•

•

For each identified resource
• Activate the sensory elements, thoughts, emotions and body sensations associated with
each one.
• Enhance each one by tapping it in with a resource speed BLS
Once each resource has been identified and strengthened, ask the client to imagine being in
the middle of a circle, surrounded by all of the resources. Enhance with resource speed BLS
Name the experience, pair cue word with the experience. Enhance with resource speed BLS
Rescript and rehearse
• Have the client remember a recent time when it would have been useful and run a movie
imaging using it. If positive, enhance with resource speed BLS
• Have the client imagine a time in the future when it will be useful and run a movie
imaging using it. If positive, enhance with resource speed BLS
Instruct the client to practice using it on a daily basis to strengthen the network
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History-Taking & Target / Treatment Plan
Explanation: When icky (disturbing, upsetting, etc) things happen that are too overwhelming for

our brains to handle at the time, the memory gets stuck in what we call “state memory.” All the
things we experienced with our five senses – sights, sounds, smells, tastes and physical feelings the body
had at the time – plus the thoughts, emotions, and body sensations, are stored in unhealthy ways in
our brains and bodies. When something comes along that reminds our brain and body of what
happened, whether WE remember it or not, all that old stuff gets stirred up, plus what just triggered
it, and then THAT gets stored in the same way, making the problem worse.
When we are in a place of safety and security and use EMDR with side-to-side eye movements,
sounds, and/or taps, the brain starts to think about things differently and lets go of things that are
disturbing and holds onto the positive things that help us be healthier, happier and stronger. All you
need to do is be curious and occasionally give me brief feedback about what you’re experiencing in that
moment. It can be a thought, emotion, body sensation, memory, sound, smell, picture…whatever
comes up in your awareness. If it ever gets to be too much and you need to take a break, don’t forget
you have your time out signal. We just created your Container and Happy Place as tools to help you
though this process.
Before we begin to focus on your concern, I’d like you to tell me a little about some of your favorite
memories / positive experiences from childhood that we could use as resources.
Positive Experiences
Age

____________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
You initially said you’d like to focus on ________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________.
As we’ve been building your resource tools, has that evolved or is it the same? Tell me more about it
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
What is a recent example of a time when this bothered you? __________________________
__________________________________________________________________
What are other recent experiences when you were triggered? ___________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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As you focus on it, what is the worst part of it for you? Notice any pictures (or other sensory
elements – sounds, smells, tastes, physical touch) that are associated with it.
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
What are the emotions you are feeling as you think of it? ____________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Notice what you are feeling in your body (body sensations) as you focus on it?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
What is / are the negative though(s) or belief(s) that you’re having about yourself as you’re thinking
about it? ____________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Float back / Affect Scan: As you focus on all of this, ask your body and brain to take you back
to earlier times when you had similar experiences – when you felt like this – to the time before, and
the time before, to your earliest awareness...
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Past Experiences
Age

____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Present Triggers Are there other people, places, things, or situations that bring up all this

yuck?_______________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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Future Template How would you like to see yourself handling these triggers in the future?

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Possible Negative Beliefs (Rat talk)_______________________________

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Potential Preferred Positive Belief ________________________________

________________________________________________________________
Tentative target for first processing session _________________________

________________________________________________________________
Cue Words: Container__________________ Happy Place__________________
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Flash Technique Procedure
• Basic client instruction:
•

Before we start, I’d like you to think of a disturbing /upsetting memory or image from
your life, one that still bothers you now. Please choose a memory that has a disturbance
level of at least 6 on a zero – 10 scale, where 0 is nothing or neutral and 10 is the worst
you can imagine. If you can’t think of a memory, try a scene from a movie is disturbing.
Once you’ve done that, put it into your container. I do NOT want you to continue to
think about it, or tell me about it just yet.
•
•

•

Positive Engaging Focus: Have the client bring up a positive engaging focus. Strengthen
this positive memory or image with a couple of short slow sets of eye movements or taps.
•

•

Avoid a memory where the disturbance is related to feeder memories.
Do not discuss or elaborate on the memory.

Instead, I’d like you to find a positive, engaging focus (PEF). It may be a person, special
place, enjoyable activities, favorite music, or imagined experiences. We want it to be strong
enough to hold your attention so you don’t think of disturbing things. Focus on that
positive experience and tap back and forth on your thighs as I tap on mine. (Tap back

and forth 4 times)
• Was it easy to stay connected to your positive focus? (If so, proceed)
Basic client instruction:
•

We’ll be doing the same thing again, but this time, I’ll say “flash/blink” and I want you
to quickly blink your eyes once. (If so…)
• This time, I’d like you to rapidly blink three times each time I say “flash/blink.”
•

•

Repeat the triple flash set five times, with 4-5 passes of BLS between each triple.

Zero to ten, where’s your disturbance now?
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

If SUD = 0, check the SUD of the disturbing memory.
After feedback, if the disturbance isn’t zero, place the disturbance in the container,
resume focus on PEF, and continue with additional sets of five triple blinks.
Check the SUD at the end of each group of five triple blinks.
If the disturbance isn’t dropping, check to see if there is any intrusion from the
disturbing memory during the flashes.
If so, place the disturbing memory in the container and continue five sets of triple
flashes/blinks until the SUD is 0 or > 3 and not dropping by at least two points after
a set of 5 triples (in this case move on to Phase 3 of EMDR).
Once the SUD = 0, check the SUD of the identified disturbing memory /
experience. If it is greater than 0, have the client place it in the container, focus on
the PEF and do another set of five triple blinks.
Continue checking the SUD after each set of five triple blinks
If the difficulty continues to be more than slight, go back to single flashes / blinks
until the client is ready for triples. If the client has difficulty returning to a resourced
state rapidly enough between the three flashes, they can return to a calm /neutral
state or being present in the room between flashes.
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Recalibrating Emotions
Protective, Life-Preserving E ->Motions
Healthy shame protects us from doing harm. The feeling tells us we’ve made a mistake. If we let
ourselves feel the guilt, shame, remorse, or regret, it will register in our system and we simply won’t
do what we did again. Instead, we’ll correct the mistake if we can. If we don’t allow ourselves to feel
it fully, we’ll keep feeling bad, and we’ll either continue to make the same mistake or over correct for
it and make other mistakes. If we feel too much shame though, thinking “I’m bad” instead of “my
behavior was bad,” we’ll either try to be too good, do things that prove we are bad, or use addictions
to keep the bad feelings away. The words we use to describe the intensity of shameful feelings are:
10
shame
remorse
guilt
regret
0
Compassion
When something harmful happens and we didn’t do anything to make it happen, we need to feel
sorry for ourselves and others. As soon as we let ourselves feel how much it hurt us, we’ll get busy
doing whatever we can to make things better. Even though people say, “Don't feel sorry for
yourself,” it really is necessary. If we don’t, the feelings won’t go away and we won’t learn what we
can do to protect ourselves and others from harm. The feeling will keep trying to let us know
something hurt and it wasn’t fair! Remember, feelings only stay if we push them away.
10
self/other-pity
sorry for yourself or others
hurt/empathy
compassion
0
DISGUST
When something feels disgusting, we just want to spit it out and get away from it, like our body does
if we eat something that’s rotten or poisonous. We might say, “That’s sick,” or “He’s sick.” We feel
like this when someone does something that’s not okay, that seems kind of rotten, not anything we
want to be around. This is a feeling we don’t want to ignore. If we don’t pay attention to it and keep
hanging around someone or something that’s disgusting, we’ll become more like they are and people
will start feeling that way around us.
10 loathing abhorrence revulsion repugnance disgust distaste aversion disdain
dislike
0
FEAR
Fear protects us by letting us know danger is present and giving us the energy to respond in
whatever way is best at the time, from freezing in place, to confronting the threat, to getting away
(flight) as quickly as possible. Concern or worry push us to make whatever precautions are necessary
to keep us safe in the future. Fear not only calls attention to immediate physical danger, but to
anything that might hurt us emotionally, such as loss of an important relationship. Fearful feelings
vary from concern to terror.
10 terror horror panic desperation fear dread anxiety nervousness trepidation worry
concern
0
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ANGER
We have anger to protect us from being harmed or hurt. It provides a burst of energy to fight back
when we need to defend ourselves (or others) from threat to our well-being, or to fight for something
that’s important to us. Once we’ve felt angry feelings and released the energy physically, verbally, or
safely in our imaginations, we don’t feel angry any more. We just take firm action if that’s possible. If
nothing can be done, we accept it, instead of gritting our teeth and trying to tolerate the problem.
Anger below a 5 rejects behavior; above 5 though, the person we’re angry at feels rejected and can’t
look at their behavior, so we need to first imagine releasing it, unless verbal or physical protection is
actually necessary.
10
0
rage fury vengefulness bitterness argumentativeness resentment exasperation frustration irritation annoyance
SADNESS
Sad feelings let us know we’ve lost someone or something important to us. The more important they
were, the stronger the sadness is. Our body learned they were part of our lives and it hurts to break the
automatic connections between our bodies and our brains. Tears carry the hurt away, then we remember
the good times we had together. If we feel the sadness each time we lose someone or something, we’ll
know that can happen and won’t hold back our love. We’ll make sure we really love, enjoy and
appreciate our friends, family and pets while we have them, knowing that someday they won’t be with
us. Jaak Panksepp calls it PANIC because we can’t survive unless someone takes care of us and we don’t
ever do well alone.
10
0
anguish sorrow grief despair misery hopeless helpless resignation distraught discouragement disappointment
Life-Enhancing, Regenerating, Connective E -> Motions
Pride
When we do something that takes a lot of effort and turns out well, we need to feel proud of ourselves!
We don’t want to skip proud feelings because they give us the energy to use our talents, skills and
knowledge to make ourselves and our world better. Of course, we don’t want to just sit around and say
how wonderful we are, but we don’t need to worry about that happening. When we feel our feelings,
they go away. The gas in a car gets used up while we’re driving. If we fill up again, we can go even
farther! Proud feelings fill us with energy so we can do even better and if what we did was the best it
could be, we’ll find other things to work on.
0
satisfied
pleased
proud
arrogant
10
Gratitude
When something good happens to us that we weren’t responsible for, we feel appreciation. Someone
might say something nice about our talents or looks that we’re just lucky to have, or they might give us a
gift for our birthday or a holiday. We feel it when we get to see something beautiful like a sunset or go
somewhere on a vacation, get to do something we like to do, or eat something we like because someone
else made that happen for us. We feel it when we see others who don’t have what we have or aren’t as
fortunate as we are.
0

appreciative
10

thankful
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beholden

ENJOYMENT
Enjoyment calls our attention to experiences that are pleasurable in and of themselves. When we
enjoy something, we take in energy and regenerate our minds, bodies and spirits. Beautiful sights,
wonderful sounds, delicious tastes, pleasant touch and delightful smells attract us to pleasing
experiences. The pleasurable feelings help us remember those experiences and make us want to do
them again. They’re even more enjoyable when shared with others.
0
10
amusement pleasure enjoyment rejoicing compassion/joy relief peace pride wonder excitement ecstasy
Curiosity / SEEKING
When our bodies and minds are working the way they were made to, we love to learn! In fact, we
need to have a healthy balance between sameness (predictability) and new experiences. Recent brain
research has shown that our brains make new cells (actually grow) whenever our environment is
stimulating, which can be thinking, feeling, seeing, hearing, touching, smelling, tasting or doing
something. Making sure that we have a healthy dose of new experiences results in challenging
ourselves to be all we can be and creatively improving our world.
0
interest
anticipation
excitement
10
Love / LUST
Loving feelings make us want to be near other people, animals, even our earth. We feel them
because whoever, or whatever, it is makes us feel good. We feel connected. It’s not good to hold in
love energy, just like it’s not good to hold in scared or mad feelings. Sexual love provides the
ultimate connection to each other and the opportunity to create little ones to love. When we’re “in
love” we can’t think of anything else but being with the one we love. Just like the feelings that
protect us, when we have really strong, good feelings we can’t think of anything else. That’s okay if
it’s someone we might want to spend our life with, or a new baby, but most of the time we feel our
unlimited feelings of love and take care of our other responsibilities as well.
0

like

love

in love

10

CARE
If we’ve been cared for and nurtured by others, we can feel loved, and as the research on Harlow’s
monkeys taught us way back in the 1960s, we are able to nurture others as well. All mammals have a
brain circuit that gives us the ability and need to care for each other. This helps each of us grow
throughout our lives. Skin is our largest sense organ. Being able to give and feel loving touch may be
as important as being able to see beautiful sights, smell wonderful smells, or taste something really
delicious. Oxytocin is secreted when we feel love and touch, or are touched in a caring way. This
facilitates a sense of connection, reduces pain, increases immune functioning and improves learning
ability. Loving touch is calming. Loving words and looks show us how lovable and loved we are.
0

concern for

care for

PLAY
The thing that children of all ages do best!

adapted from the work of Paul Eckman www.pauleckman.com & Katie O’Shea www.katieoshea.com
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connected

10

EMDR Processing Continuum Cheat Sheets
Restricted Processing (EMD) Cheat Sheet
Stop Signal: Remind client to stop if processing activates something s/he doesn't want
activated.
Phase 4: Desensitization BLS/DAS — 5-10 seconds or 5-10 round trip passes [fast]
BLS/DAS — 5-10 seconds or 5-10 round trip passes
Take a breath [pause]. Let it go...think of the incident...0-10 how disturbing is it now? Go with
that [BLS/DAS — 5-10 seconds or 5-10 round trip passes]
Repeat until SUD no longer changes.
Phase 5: Installation BLS/DAS — 5-10 seconds or 5-10 round trip passes [fast] Think of the
incident and your positive belief, 1-7, how true does it feel now? Go with that [BLS/DAS — 5-10
seconds or 5-10 round trip passes]
Repeat until VoC = 7 or makes sense
Phase 7: Closure — Debrief the session, making sure the client is stabilized
Contained Processing (EMDr) Cheat Sheet
Stop Signal: Remind client to stop if processing activates something s/he doesn't want
activated.
Phase 4: Desensitization BLS/DAS — 15-30 seconds or 10-20 round trip passes
Take a breath [pause]. Let it go. What do you notice? [wait for response] Go with that [BLS]
Take a SUD when client no longer changes.
If SUD > 2 — Go with that [BLS]
If SUD = 1 or 2 — Is there anything that will help this go lower?
Phase 5: Installation BLS/DAS — 15-30 seconds or 10-20 round trip passes Think of the
incident and your positive belief, 1-7, how true does it feel now? Go with that [BLS]
Repeat until VoC = 7
If VoC < 7 — Is there anything that would help this become stronger? Or where it is makes
sense, given the situation.
Phase 6: Body Scan — If the SUD = 0 and the VoC = 7, conduct a body scan

Think of the incident and your positive belief. [pause for client to make the association]
Scan your body from the top of your head to the tip of your toes. Tell me when you’re done and
what, if anything, you notice.
If client reports any sensations, whether they seem positive or negative, do sets of processing
speed BLS until the body scan is neutral.
Phase 7: Closure — Debrief the session, making sure the client is stabilized
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Unrestricted Processing (EMDR) Cheat Sheet
Stop Signal: Remind client to stop if processing activates something s/he doesn't want
activated.
Phase 4: Desensitization BLS/DAS 15-30 sec or 10-20 round trip passes (or more) [long and
fast]

Take a breath [pause] What do you notice? [wait for response] Go with that [BLS] Repeat
pattern of BLS sets and client report as long as client is reporting changes.
Take a SUD when client no longer changes.

Check in on the target, 0-10, how disturbing is it now?
If SUD > 2 — Go with that [BLS]
If SUD = 1 or 2 — Is there anything that will help this go lower? What keeps it at a 1?

What would happen if it became a 0? What would it mean if it were a 0? What’s the danger of
it becoming a 0?
Phase 5: Installation BLS/DAS 15-30 sec or 10-20 round trip passes (or more) [long and fast]

Think of the incident and your positive belief, 1-7, how true does it feel now?
Go with that [BLS]

Repeat as long as it is becoming more adaptive, until VoC = 7
If VoC < 7 — Is there anything that would help this become stronger? What keeps it at a 6?

What would happen if it became a 7? What would it mean if it were a 7? What’s the danger of
it becoming a 7?
Or where it is makes sense, given the situation (ecologically valid).
Phase 6: Body Scan — If the SUD = 0 and the VoC = 7, conduct a body scan [long and
fast BLS] Think of the incident and your positive belief. [pause for client to make the association]

Scan your body from the top of your head to the tip of your toes. Tell me when you’re done and
what, if anything, you notice.
If client reports any sensations, whether they seem positive or negative, do sets of processing
speed BLS until the body scan is neutral.
Phase 7: Closure — Debrief the session, making sure the client is stable.
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Processing Instructions for the Clinician
• Accessing & activating the target (Phase 3: Assessment) should take less than 5 minutes. You
and the client have already agreed on the target and the NC/PC. This is to activate it for
processing and to make sure that it hasn’t changed overnight based on continued processing
initiated by Phase 1: History-taking
1. What’s the worst part of the incident / experience? (picture, sound, smell, taste, etc.)
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
2. What words go best with that picture (experience) that express your negative belief about

yourself NOW? / What are the negative thoughts you have about yourself as you focus on
that experience? _____________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
3. When you bring up that picture (experience), what would you like to believe about yourself
NOW? ____________________________________________________
4. When you focus on that picture (experience), how true does [state the PC] feel to you NOW

on a scale of 1 to 7, where 1 FEELS COMPLETELY false and 7 FEELS
TOTALLY TRUE? _______________________________________
5. When you bring up that picture and those words [NC] what emotion(s) do you feel now?
_____________________________________________________________
6. On a scale of 0-10 where 0 is no disturbance or neutral (“I can talk about it calmly”) and

10 is the highest disturbance you can imagine, how disturbing does the incident FEEL to you
NOW?_________________________________________
7. Bring up that worst part, the negative belief [NC], notice where you feel it in your body and
•
•

follow the BLS.

You will spend the majority of your time in Phase 4: Desensitization. You can take plenty of
notes
Once the memory network is activated, begin the bilateral and let it go at processing speed
(as fast as the client can tolerate / track) for 30 seconds or so (about 30 back and forth
passes) then check in, asking
• What do you notice now? / What do you get now? / What comes up now?
• Some clients may need to take a breath as a cue to step out of the processing for
perspective
• Regardless of the client’s response…
• Go with that.
• Continue with that pattern as long as the client reports new information or change.
Observe the client’s body language, breathing patterns, etc., for cues as to when to
end the set
• Do your best not to talk! Anything you say can take the client out of processing, or
away from it
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•

•

•

If the client is over-accessing
• Do slower, shorter sets and use one of the following
• Take a breath…when you think of the incident, 0-10 how disturbing is it

now (or what do you notice)?...Go with that.

If the client is under-accessing
• Do longer, faster sets
• Have the client scan amplify the memory, e.g., with more sensory elements
When to check in on the target?
• If not much is happening / coming up (a couple of neutrals)
• When you check in on the target now, what do you notice?
• Do this to access how the memory is currently stored following the
processing
• Regardless of the client’s response…
• Go with that.
• If nothing new comes up, check the SUD.
• When you bring up the target, on a scale of 0 - 10 (where 0 is no disturbance or

neutral and 10 is the worst you can imagine) how disturbing is it to you now?
_______________________________________________
• If the SUD is 1-2, ask, What keeps it up at ___? / What would it take for
it to be 0? / What’s the danger of it being 0?
• Go with that….

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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•

When the SUD = 0, move to Phase 5: Installation
• When we started processing, you wanted to believe [repeat the client’s PC], when you

•

•

think of the target now, does that still fit, or is there something that fits better now?
• Whatever the client gives you, check the VoC. When you pair that with the
target, on a scale of 1 - 7, where 1 is totally false and 7 is completely true, how
true does it feel now?...Go with that.
Continue processing whatever they report
• If positive, it builds the adaptive resource networks
• Disturbance may come up at this point. If so, continue to process through it
until the VoC = 7
• Any blocking beliefs that surface at this point should be processed
Once the VoC = 7, move to Phase 6: Body Scan

• Close your eyes, concentrate on the target and the PC. Scan your entire body and
tell me if you feel anything.
• Whatever the client reports, process it
• If it’s positive, it will strengthen the adaptive network
• If it’s negative, process it until feeling/sensation/disturbance is gone
• Repeat body scan until neutral or positive sensations are present
• Incomplete session…
• If you are running out of time (5-10 minutes remaining) and material is still
emerging, regardless of which phase you are in, close the session
• Debrief the session

• We’re about of out of time… When you think about all the work
you’ve done today, what have you learned? / what would you like to
take away? / what would you like to hold onto?
• If the client is doing well, you might have the client resource the

positives with resourcing speed BLS
• Suggest to the client that s/he can put any unprocessed material away in
the container and go to the Happy Place (or other state change exercise)
• Closure statement: The processing will continue after the session. You may have

thoughts, memories, dreams, insights, body sensations…you’re not nuts, it’s part
of the process. If anything comes up, just jot enough down to help you remember
then put it in your container and we’ll talk about it next time.

• Complete the session…
• If there is adequate time remaining, process the next target, if not
• Debrief and close, whether complete or incomplete session
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Summary
Target:
___________________________________________________________________________
Touchstone
Past
Present Trigger
Future Template
State Change / Stabilization Exercise:
Container

Happy Place

Breathing

Other _____________________

Client Stabilization:
Excellent

Fair

Good

Poor

Notes:
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Issues / associations from processing to reevaluate later:_______________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
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Future Template

• Let’s make sure you are set up for success. We want to minimize the possibility of future
experiences throwing you off balance. [explore how client would like to be acting or
handling things in the future] I’d like you to run a movie, seeing yourself [doing /
handling things] and notice what comes up.
• If positive – add sets of processing speed BLS
• Continue sets as long as the positive continues to strengthen
• Adding BLS will strengthen the positive
• Any available hidden “dust bunnies,” will surface for processing
• If neutral – explore for clarification
• Once clarified, run a movie of the positive
• If negative – have client focus on body sensations
• Add sets of BLS (processing speed)
• If disturbance resolves, run a movie of the positive
• If it doesn’t, target it for processing (Phases 3-6)
• Install the PC to VoC of 7
• Pair your positive belief with the situation, 1-7 how true does it feel?
• Use processing speed BLS until VoC = 7
• It is possible for a blocking belief to emerge at this point
• It will require identification and processing
• Have the client imagine “hiccups”
• Process as above
FUTURE TEMPLATE FLOWCHART
Run a movie of positive future scenario(s)

positive experience

negative experience

becomes a target for processing

becomes a resource

does it require processing?

target (3-6)?

appropriate response
for the situation?

target plan?

future with challenge(s)
seeing self handle it

needs? teach skills

anticipatory?

target (3-6)

repeat with new movies
as needed / indicated

imaginal
resourcing

REMEMBER! Future templates are designed to stir up any remaining dust bunnies, so
use processing sets of BLS, UNLESS it’s being used to build state change resources
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CONSULTATION SIGN-OFF SHEET
EMDR TRAINING LOCATION: _______________________________________________
PARTICIPANT’S NAME: _____________________________________________________
PROFESSION: _____________________LICENSE #__________________ STATE:_____
EMAIL: ___________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS: _________________________________________________________________
CITY: _____________________________________STATE: ______ ZIP: ______________
PHONE: ______/__________/_____________
Date

Length

Coach’s Signature/initials

1) ______/______/______

______

_________________________________

2) ______/______/______

______

_________________________________

3) ______/______/______

______

_________________________________

4) ______/______/______

______

_________________________________

5) ______/______/______

______

_________________________________

6) ______/______/______

______

_________________________________

7) ______/______/______

______

_________________________________

8) ______/______/______

______

_________________________________

9) ______/______/______

______

_________________________________

10) _____/______/______

______

_________________________________

Return to:
Choices Unlimited, Inc
366 E Graves Ave, Suite D
Orange City, FL 32763-5922
Fax 386-822-5696
lruf@me.com
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